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REWARD

His little book with larger print

And pictures one by one,

Is open as he looks at me

And asks, "Have I begun?"

I smile at him--he understands,

And I think of afterwhile.

The ,one reward that I can ask,

"I've led a little child."

Edward M. Cowan
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CHAPTER I .

THE PROBLEM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE

Teachers in the ,primary grades who began the instruc

tion of reading as late as twenty years ago will recall that

learning to read was the aim of edu9ation in the lower grades.

They will recall various methods 'by which little children,

prepared or unprepared for the complex process of learning to

read, were forced to complete certain requirements set up. in

the course of study in this field. Many were the failures

and heartaches because, at this time, little was known con

cerning the child's needs and his growth.

It was not, however, until the last fifteen years that

the alarming number of first-grade failures caught the de

served attention of educators who were willing to do something

about,the condition in a practical way. They became extremely

dissatisfied with the teaching of reading as it was being

carried on, regardless of the needs and interests of children.

Stud~ and research brought about changes in teaching aims and

procedures based upon a reconsideration of values of subject

matter.

The instructional program, which had been concerned
" ,

chiefly with .. acquisition of knowledge, habrt~ $:: s:~'Q.:ovork ; :' '

Bk,i'lls" .became an aid' in directing the intl'3J:e~ta ,;:;rl(\ :pu,rpo9~s
" )',

,of. thachild to a solution of his personal needs or problems.
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It became vitalized through its aim to unify the child's

needs an~'purposes with the needs and purposes of society.

With the help of the reconstructed instructional

program the child need no longer struggle alone through

insurmountable daily problems in an attempt to master for

mal and uninteresting subject matter. The newer educational

aim is to afford the child the opportunity to understand,

day by day, the environment around him. Through it he is

given a chance to live and to gr?w normally--physically, .

socially, mentally, and ~motionally. He is directed, ,

through the newer instructional program, not merely to

adapt himself but he is enabled through interpretation of

his environment to control and readjust that environment for

the purpose of maximum personality development. The learn

ing of the culture of the past, which was chiefly the aim of

the tI:aditional instructional program, may now be utilized

to afford insight into daily problems, and organized subject

matter is reevaluated and utilized as a medium through which

the g~owing individual finds expression.

It was the writer's good fortune to have had in 1910

one of the outstanding critic teachers in the old "Normal

School" as the college was then known. This leader among

teachers neither forced her methods and techniques upon the

students nor imposed them upon one as "the method." She

eimplyworked amon~ the children ~th an attitude of
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confidence, assurance, and security, giving help when and

where nee~ed. These characteristics she instilled in her

students and pupils alike. It was not the sUbject matter

nor the manner of its teaching but it was th€ attitude with

which she worked that left the lasting impression upon the

writer.

When the writer had taught' a few years in more for

mal surroundings and under traditional conditions, the nat

ural consequence was a keen sense, of disappointment in her

chosen profession. At this time such educators as Fredrick

Gordon Bonser, William Heard Kilpatrick, and John Dewey were

beginning to make definite contributions to the teaching of

reading in the primary grades as a social process based upon

reading readiness. For a number of years the writer has con

sidered the teaching of reading an important factor in the

child'~ achievement but has often thought that children were

being forced to read long before maturation processes war

ranted such compulsion. Moreover, the writer believes that

readi~g has been maladjusted in the instructional program

which results in maladjusted boys and girls.

It is, therefore, with a real feeling of gratitude

that this study can be made in terms of new trends.

I • THE PROBLEM

, Statement ~. the problem. The modern educational aim
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is adaptation of the whole organism to its environment.

Since thi~· is true, the writer's purpose in making this

study is to allocate reading in the instructional program

of the first grade so that' reading becomes a· means in the

realization of the educational aim rather than an end in

itself. This was attempted throug~_the use of an experi- .

ence program enabling the child t'o adapt himself to his

environment through the interpretations of his experiences.

Importance2.! the problem: In terms of recent psy

chological principles, this problem is important, since the

interaction of the whole organism with his environment when

guided through appropriate and sequential experiences de

velops the individual physically, socially, emotionally, and

mentally. As he acts in each experience, he acquires atti

tudes, interests, ways of thinking, social adaptability, and

a sufficient amount of information and work skills increa.s

ingly to develop the personality of the individual.

Limi tations of the problem., The writer was limited

in various ways during the period of research, observation,

and study. Uncertain economic conditions in the homes gave

many of _the children a feeling of insecurity. Many lacked

suitable clothing and food, and the winter was severe. There

was much illness. The writer, sensitive to these conditions,

felt a sense of limitation. Also at this time an unexpected
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II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

The' problem is limited still further in that the

The learning process. W1lltam; H. Burton says:

The learning process is experiencing, which means
doing and undergoing anything which changes the organism.
Each experience utilizes meaning from previous experi
encesand in turn adds new meaning to them. This is
what is meant by reconstruction .of experiences. The

"

This study has been based upon recent interpretations

of the learning process, of reading, of experience, and of

the aims of the experience program. It seems, therefore,

desirable to define these terms at this time.

school is only one of the educational agencies. The child

lives at home and in the community. He attends church some

times and the picture shows--activities which contribute to

his education whether good or bad. It has been the aim of

the teacher, however, to supplement rather than to limit the

child's educational growth by integrating these outside ex

periences into personality development.

change" in the group was made. Many of those in Group I

were tran~~erred to another room, and a new group entered

as IB's. Many other problems could be mentioned which

tended to hinder and to.limit the progress of the stUdy, but

the teacher-learning situation which provided l~arnings to

be used in future first-grade proble.ms was ideal.
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process is continuous and interactive. Interaction with
other individuals and with the environment is the es
sence .of the process. Learning is no longer considered
an atomonistic or mechanistic process of adding items of
information or increments of skill or the perfecting of
"bonds." The concept of failure is replaced py the
theory of continuous progress at a rate .commenaurate with
the rate and level of maturation of the learner. l

William H. Burton says, also:

The pro~ucts of learning are described in terms of
the multiple aspect of conduct, such as understandings,
attitudes, appreciations; and splendid abilities of
various types. The proof of learning is in behavior. 2

Reading. Witty and Kopel 'say:

- Reading is an avenue through which direct experiences
are extended in a basic continuous developmental se
quence. Reading as a growing, expanding, and continuous
actiVity leads into and is associated with almost all
phases of the school's actiVity. Hence, the improvement
of reading ability becomes an all-school function and is
coming to be considered a vehicle for fostering individ
ual expression and adjustment. 3

Paul McKee says:

Printed symbols do not give meaning to the reader;
they merely stimulate him to recall familiar concepts
and frequently by combining them to build new concepts,
achieve meaning by making it rather than by getting it
from the printed page. Thus, meaning in reading comes

1 William H. Burton, "A Summary and Implication of
Newer Trends," The Twel fih Yearbook of the Department of
Supervisors and'DIrectors of Ins tructIon of the N. !. -r:
(Washington, D. C.: NatiQnal Education Association, 1940),
p. 9. .

2
~. ill·

3 Paul Wi tty and David Kopel, Readin~ and the Educa
tive. Process. (Boston: ~inn and Company, 19 9r;-p::l5.

~ I. .'-f •
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William Heard Kilpatrick says:

"Early social experiences provide basic satisfaction

Foundations of Method
1925), p. 283:

An experience has been educative when the learner
has grown (a) in outlook and insight, (b) in attitudes
and appreciations, and (c) in means of control. He sees
what to do; and he wills to do, and he can do are the.
developments of growth. 7

The author does not really convey ideas to the reader;
he merely stimulates the reader to construct them out
of his own experience. If the concept is already in the
readerTs mind, the task is relatively easy, but if, as '
is usually the case in scho 01, i_t is new to the read.er,
its constru~tion more nearly approaches problem solving
than simple association. • • '. Reading include.s those
processes that are involved in approaching, perfecting,
and maintaining meaning through the printed page. 5

from the reader's recalling and manipulating the con
cepts he possesses, rather than from the printed
symbo~a at which he looks.4

Ernest Horn declares:

Experience. William H. Burton implies in his discus

sion of the learning process that an experience is anything

which when done or undergone changes the organism. 6

for the child's physiological needs and his striving for

Burton, loc. cit.
,. --

7 Wi11iam Heard Kilpatrick,
JNew York: The Macmillan Company,

- 4 Paul McKee, "VocabUlary Development," Thirty-Sixth
Yearbook, Part .!, of the National Society for the Study of
Education (Bloomington, Illinoi~: Public School Publish
ing Company, 1937), p. 278.

5 Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social
Studies (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1937T; p. 154.

6
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mastery and security," declare Paul Witty and David Kopel, 1

who say tl+a.t belief in a creative. intelligence as a factor

which, if released and directed, can be instrumental in

enabling one to understand· and to control' his environment

implies belief in the educative value of a series of guided

constructive experiences.8

Experience is defini tely tied up with John Dewey's

definition of education When he says:

Educa tion is the process 0", continuously remaking
exper ience in such a way as to give it continually
a fuller and richer cQntent and a t the same time, to
give the learner ever increasing control ove r the
pro cess. 9

An experience program. A program that consists of

the sum total of the child's doings and activities which

change him socially, physically, emotionally, and mentally

may in the· terms of recent study be considered an experience

program.

An experience program· consists of a continuously de
veloping series of experiences, which a group of chil
dren will propose and plan for themselves with the help
and gUidance of an understanding teacher in which group
and individual pa~tic ipation is enthusiastic. • •• Such
a program provides countless opportunities and demands
for the exercise and developrmnt of various abilities
from which emerge the joys and satisfactions of dif
ficulties overcome, goals attained, and knowledge and

8 Witty and Kopel,12£.. 2.ii.
9

:.; . John Dewey, Demoeracy and Education (New York: The
Me,cmillan Company, 1916), p. 89:-
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wisdom acquired. An experience program enables chil
dren to achieve integration individually and within
their group on successfully higher levels that is
necesSary to developing maturity and successful living.
The experience program is merely a name for a method
of teaching which provides a controlled environment
conduc'ive to the growth of children in all directions
in which growth is possible. IO

I II. METHODS OF PROCEDURE

This study has been developed (1) through library

research; (2) through observation, study, and guidance of

one group of beginning children through 1939-1940 and ex

tended-observation of behavior through June, 1941~ (3)

through home visitation and parent cooperation; and (4)

through keeping records of characteristics, activities, and

reactions of the children's progr,ess, physically, emotionally,

socially, and mentally.

IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

Chapter II discusses reading in an experience program

in light of recent educational research; Chapter III is a

report- of the writer's teaching from September, 1939, until

June, 1940, and of her extended observation of behavior

through June, 1941, in light of recent educational research;

10 "Newer Instructional Practices of Promise," The
Twelfth Yearbook of the Department of Supe rvisors..!illd 
Directors of Instruction of the N•. L A. (Washington, D. C.:
National Edmation As soc iatiOii';" 1939),-P. 283.



and Chapter IV gives the summary and conclusions.

liography,'concludes the report.

10
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CHAPTER II

READING IN AN EXPERIENCE PROGRA}1 IN LIGHT

OF RECENT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Paul Witty and David Kopel say that the unsatisfac

tory condition of the teaching of r~ading through prevail

ing traditional practices is due'largel.y to the fact that

the school fails to regard reading, at all times, as a

fundtional enterprise appropriate in the child's life only

when it makes a genuine contribution to experience and the

growth of meanings. The condition exists particularly in

the primary grades, the period of initial instruction in

the mechanics. l

Could a criticism be more direct and challenging to

a group of educators concerned with the business of teach

ing young children the complex process of reading~ The

statement implies that reading has not been used as a means

in furthering educational growth; it has not been used at

the ~1ght time in the instructional program.

In order to understand reading "as a functional en

terprise appropriate in the child's life only when it makes a'

genuine contribution to experience and the growth of meanings,"2

1 Witty and Kopel, ~. cit., p. 162.
2

!!.Q.£. ill·
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it is 'desirable to examine the character of primary reading

instruction in terms of recent educational research; the

nature of the development of children's readiness for read-

ing and the use of an ins truct ional pro gram ·which utilizes

children's experiences as a basis in furthering educational

growth, as compared with traditional aims and practices.

Paul Witty and David Kopei say:

Since 1920, significant and far reaching changes have
taken place in education. The changes have affected
profoundly the basic aims and purposes of instruction·
in reading B,nd other sUbject 'matter aress •••• Modern
education is conce rne,d primarily with the provis ion and
maintenance of classroom si tuations which e.ngender whole
some growth according to the varied needs of the chil
dren. Subject matter is valued in terms of the contribu
tion it makes to the continuous sturdy development of the
child. Hence, the primary aim in reading instruction has
bee.n altered. No longer is it the development of effec
tive habits and skills, instead major emphasis is accorded
reading for meaning. This emphasis is widely endorsed by
modern educators who have attempted to associate reading
experiences with children's interest~.3 ,

, Teachers concerned with the teaching of reading two

decades ago can recall that in the lower grades, the teach

ing of reading was the chief aim of education. Little was

known at that time concerning the learning process, and no

positive attention was given to the child's immediate needs

and interests. When the six-year-old entered school, he pre-'

sumably shed his physical, emotional, and so cial needs as he

did his coat. Only the mental aspect of the child was con

sidered. Therefore, all the children started on the same

3 .
_ Ibid., "Preface," p. iii.
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level and were expected to come out at the same placesince l

it was presumed that all were endowed with equal native

abilities. Every child finished in a given time the same

amount of prescribed work unless he were stupid or hope

lessly lazy. Not so the child of today, ·fox the modern

school differs widely from the narro_w views of the school'

of yesterday in its concept of educational aims and in its

atti tude toward the learner, his problems, and interests.

John A. Hockett says:

Th'e modern school is concerned with the whole child.
This means that the child has phye ical, so cial and
emotional needs which must all be met by the school's

. program of experiences. Concern for the whole child
suggests also that each human being is a complex but
integrated organism, Which reacts as a mole in any
si tuation. -

The child doe~ not leave' behind him his physi cal,
soc ial, and emot ional needs as he enters the classroom.
While gathering information or learning skills he, a~so,

is developing emotionalized attitudes toward himself and
his abilities, toward his fellow pupils, his teacher,
and society. In every School experience he is learning
and practicing satisfactory or unsatisfactory forms of
social adjustment. He is learning continually to like
and respond to the best • • • on his own level or to be
interested. in something'less than the best. By hold
i~g high at all times the level at which the child lives
and experiences, the schools ser~e the many needs of
human development simultaneously.3

John Dewey discusses the tradi tional aim of educa

tion in the following paragraph:

3' John A. Hockett, Modern Practices in the Elementary
School (New York: Gipn and Company, 1938T. pp. 9-10.
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The aim of the traditional school is to prepare the 1

young for future social responsi bili ties and f'or future
success in life by means of acquisition of subject mat
ter. Books,· espe cially, text books, a re the chief
materials of instruction and the teachers are the agents
througn which knOWledge and skills are communicated and
rules of conduct enforced. The atti tude. of the learner
in the traditional school is one of docility, receptiv
i ty. and obedience.4

Thus. in the traditional schQol there are few oppor

tunities provided for the child to satisfy his own person

ality needs, thereby contributing to others and finally to

society Which is the chief aim of education.

According to recent e dues. to rs:

In accomplishing the aims of educa. tion the school
must be organized and operated in such a way as to con
tribute directly to the satisfaction of children's per
sonality needs; prOVide experiences through Which chil
dren and young people can learn how to bring about the
satisfaction of their own needs in contemporary society
while they are, at the Bame time, contributing to the
needs of others. schools must prOVide experiences favor
able to the development of attitudes and value concepts
that will support the maintenance of democratic insti
t~tions and processes in our own society and facilitate
the further evolution and development of those institu
tions for the common good. The chief aims of education
are defined by these demands. 5

William H. Burton emphasizes the same important func

tion of the school When he says:

4 John Dewey, Experience and Education (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1938), p. 3.

6 Daniel Prescott, Emotions and the Educative Process
(WaShington, D. C.: American Counclloii'Education, 1938) t

pp. 193-196.
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'Organizations, aims, curriculums, and instructional'
practices must include increased understanding of the
.meaning of a democratif society, increased knowledge
about 'the nature of the individual and his learning
processes, clearer views of the place of sUbject matter
and the role of the teacher. Outcomes should be st~ted

in terms of behavior patterns of the conauct controls
such as understandings, atti tudes, and appre c iations,
work-study skills, and ways of thinking. Personal social
adaptability should be given special attention and in
dividual differences in rate and. level of achievement
must be rec9gnized. The role of the teacher should be
as a partic'ipator in the learning situation. 6

In the same discussion William H. Burton compares

the old and newer trends:

The relation of a philosophy of life and of society
to·instruction was the objective of the newer school,
while underneath the practices of the old there was no
sound or adequate philosophy. It rested upon a number
of erroneous principles. Soc iety and the social heritage
were regarded as, at least, reasonably stable. The
authoritarian view of life and society dominated. The
aim was preparation for adult life. The route to that
aim was through adult organized, logically arranged
SUbject matter learned under assignment. The teacher
was the agent of society vested With authority to en-·
force its demands. Erroneous views dominated thought
abQut the child. (a) The child was a tablet upon which
anything may be written if proper conditions are pro
vided, (b) possessed of perverse and detrimental tend
encies which must be eradicated or redirected through
discipline, (c) possessed of enfolded capacities which
would unfold under proper nurture. The. process was
me~orization of content or practice of skills. The good
learner was passive and docile. A failing learner was
perverse or stupid. The outcomes of learning were fact
and skill which were thought to control conduct. Proof
of learning was reproduction and not use.7

6 Burton, Q.E.. cit., pp. 1-20.

7 Loc.iit.
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. Lane seems to summarize the modern educational aim

when he says: "The aim of education is to develop the

good life thr'ough experiences which reflect the interests,

needs, and capacities of the persons to be educated. uS

In t~rms,tthen, of recent educ.ational research the

new aim of education is to unify tha purpose of the in

dividual with tbt purpose of soci'ety. It is based upon the

new demands made on the schools by a rapidly changing and

dynamic. crivili2ation. One of th~ important factors in

volved in the accomplishment of the new aim is tm nature

and function of the learning process about which William

Heard Kilpatrick says:

The stream of life has been found to develop novel1y.
Life itself is the effort of the organism to cope con
tinually with the ever oncoming novelty. In this the
organism behaves in a true sense as an internally co
operating whole. The trlE unit of study is the organism
in-its-interaction-with-the-environment. Learning is
the name we give to the twofold fact that the organism
facing novelty may devise and create a new way of re
sponding, and that this new response if accepted for
action becomes thereby incorporated into the, action
system, or very be ing of the organism itself, there to
make available for the future the results of this ex
perience .9

What a vastly different conception of the learning

8 Robert H. Lane, The Progressive Elementary School,
A Handbook~ Principals, Teachers, ~ Parents (Cambridge:
Roughton Mifflin Company, the Riverside Press, 1938), p. 9.

'. 9 William Heard Kilpatrick, Remaking~ Curriculum
(New York: Newson and Company, 1936), p. 116.
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proces's as compared with the old concept of memorization

of facts ~-nd practice of skills: :Paul Witty and David

Kopel say:

The newer psychology implies that the. educational
aim may be achieved best through the stimulation of
the all round growth of the individual at all times
during his'progress •••• The plastic behaving organ
ism, the learner, reacts as a whole and not with dis~'

crete intellectual, emotional,end'physical responses.
The nature and processes of maturation are seen to be
basic to any understanding of the individual ••••
Human beings possess several basic needs, or drives
to action, such as the need for physical and mental
activity, for successful achievement, for recogni~ion,

and for security. These urges ~ause them to set up for
themselves purposes, or goals, which they try to achieve
with more or less tenacity, marshaling in the process,
their available mental, emotional, and physical re
sources. From such experiences the individual learns
which purposes are most satisfying in contrast to those
which are either futile or impossible. He also learns
the types of thinking that are most successful in reach
ing his go als.

The school cannot neglect this universal method of
learning.' It can guide the child in each step of the.
experience process. But it cannot experience forhim,
any of the steps and process es necessary for his develop
ment. lO

Experiencing, then, is the key to the learning si tua-

tion which is discussed by C. E. Ragsdale in the following
-

paragraph:

The learning process is t he process of change that
occurs when pupils are actively seeking educationally
desirable goals that a:re adapted to their kind and
degree, of matur ity. The changes may be thought of as
oceuring internally or objectively. They are seen in

10 ",Witty and ICq:pil, .Q.R.. cit ... p. 4
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changes in pupil behavior. The learning process is
characterized by the occurrence of improvement in
mental and mot,or processes and learning may be thought
of in terms of change in patterns of nerve organiza
tion and behavior.ll

Paul Witty and David Kopel discuss the learning

process:
..

The proc.ess of learning is e~eriencing which means
do ing and pndergoing 8!.l.ything which c.hanges the organism.
Each experience utilizes meaning from previous experi- .
ences and in turn adds new meaning 'to them. This is what
is meant by recons,truc tion of expe rience. The process
is continuous and interactive. Inte raction wi th other
individuals and with the environmen t is the essence o.f
the process. Learning is no' longer cons idered by modern
educators as an' atomistic or mechanistic process of add
ing items of information or increments of skill, or the
perfecting of "bonds." The concept of failure is re
placed by the theory of continuous prog'ress at a rate
commensura.te with the rate and level of maturation of
the Ie arne r •

The products of learning are described in terms of
understandings, attitudes, and appreciations, and special
abilities of various types. Skills are seen as facili
tating these abilities. The proof of learning is in_ be
havior.12

Paul Witty and David Kopel continue the ir dis cuss ion

of the learning process:

The newer concept of the process of learning is based
upon the GQstal t psychology known as an organismic psy
chology and Which contributed de fini tely to .the aim of
education. It concerns itsel f with the 0 rganism and

11 C. E. Ragsdale, "The Implications of Research for
the Classroom Teacher," National Educational Association
Joint Yearbook--Ame rican Educational Research Association
and tba' Depa.rtnent of Classroom Teachers, p. 9.

12'
Witty ~d Kopel, .21!. ~." p. 5.
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14 William Heard Kilpatrick, Souree Book in the Phi-

losophy of Education (New York: The, Macmillan Company, 1924} ,
, Pl. 19, quoting'Fichte, Werke, Vol. II, p. 333.
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whole in the physical, soo.ial, and emotional drives
underlying human action. Understanding of the human
organ1:sm, according to the psychologist, could not be
achieved without a knowledge of social and cul·tural
forces and influences.

The biologist bring's to the study of personality his
findings on organismic development the laws of organic,
embroyonic, growth, development and beginning behavior.
The pay-cllolo gist brings in his knowledge of bodily
functions, ne rve func tions, brain functions, and intel
ligence, gl.andular function, ,growth, and emotionality.
The clinical psychologist furnishes his careful case
studies and measurements, with their profound signif
icance for understanding maladjustment, and with the ir
explanations of personali ty warpings which re suI t from
social pressures, group expe~iences, ideational fixa-
tions and misunderstandings. The social psychologist
supple1D9nts and reinforces these findings wi th his data.
Personali ty to him is no thing but a deriva tive of the
soeial group, the direct result of social experiences
which the individual has undergone .13

Thus experience and experiencing are the same as

education and educational growth according to recent edu

cators:-

Man has nothing but experience, and everything he
comes to, he comes to only through experience. All his
thinking, be it loose or scientific, common or tran
scendental, starts from experience ultimately in view.
Nothing has uneondi tional value and s ignifi canee &xcept
life~ All other thinking, conception, knowledge has
value only in so far as in some way or other it refers
to thefa.ct of life, starts from it, and has in view a.
subsequent return to it.14

The modern school in accepting these recent inter

pre'tations of the edue,ational a.im and the learning process
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recognizes the fact that anything which is to be learned

must first-be accepted and then lived. Furthermore, it

recognizes the fact that learning so conceived is built

into the structure of the organism, the learner; there fore

it accepts the c~ild as he is and where he ia and builds

upon the basic human drives as a foundation for develop

ment of all £unctional learning. 'In contrast with the new

school,' the traditional school accepts the mechanis tic and

atomistic concept of the educational aim, and through the

lack of knowledge concerni,ng the learner and the, learni:p.g

process either ignores or combats the intrinsic interests

and needs of the indiVidual, thus frustrating the aim of

education as functional learning.

In the recently interpreted learning proces_s, the'

modern school recognizes the power of two essential ele

ments wbich cannot be ignored. These are the elements of

children's interests and attitudes.

John A. Hockett says:

Children's interests are of first importance, how
ever trivial they may seem to an unsympathetic adult.
They reveal the level of developmen t by the child and
the avenues open to further progress •••• Interest
there must be or no systematic or persistent effort
will be put forth.

In school work, we are faced with the alternative of
utilizing, and consequently of enr iching and extending
the interests which children bring to us, or of igno ring
the very basis of all further development.lS

.1

, 1.5 Hockett, 2R,. ill., pp. 8-9.
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-Paul Witty and David Kopel quote John Dewey's

statement about the child's interests:

To know and to understand the child's interests,
enables the teacher to better understand many of the
child's problems and attitudes, to establish friendly,
sympathetic teacher-pupil relationship essential to the
learning process and to determine and provide the type
of subject matter mos t appropriate for the particular
child.16 _

William Heard Kilpatrick says:

Good teaching will use the present interests as one
basis of preparing better for the future •••• Let us
work, then, to build dynamic interests, starting with 
those that now exist, but \\Urking always for stronger,
and finer, and richer interests that lead into new
fields and deeper ins 19hts. These const i tute the rich
ness of life, especially as they are got on the dynamic
and growing basis .17

In fact, the importance of interest is so essential

to the learning process of the modern educational aim that

educators declare:

The genuine principle of interest is the principle
of ,the recognized identity of the fact to be learned or
the action"proposed with the growing self; that it
lies in the direction of the agent's own growth, and
is, therefore, imperiously demanded if the agent is
to be himself. Let this condition of identification
once be secured, and we have~ither to appeal to sheer
st~ength of Will, nor to occupy ourselves with making
things interesting.lS

16
Witty and Kopel, ~. cit., quoting John Dewey,

Reading and the Educative Process (New York: Ginn and
Company, 19390 p. , 56.

1.7 Kilpatrick, Remaking the Curriculum, pp. 112-114.
18

Witty and Kopel, ~. ~., ,quoting John Dewey,
loc. E.!!.
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. The importance of atti tude to the learning process

is evinced. by the definitions accorded it and by its rela

tion to the aim of education itself. G. W. Allport says:

Atti tude is a mental and neural. state· 0 f readine ss,
organized through experience, exerting a directive or
dynamic influence upon the individual's response to
all objects and situations with which it is related.l9

.
Again at~itude has been defined by Mandel Sherman as:

••• the state of mind of the individual toward a
value •••• Each individual eval.uates every condition
in terms of his traditions and experiences and the re
sulting attitudes determine his reactions. 20

Daniel A. Prescott ,says:

••• although attitudes represent the highest form
of mental organization, they are physically rooted and
when devel.oped dete rmine what an individual wills to
see, hear, or do. 21

In his defini tion of the aim of education Burton

implies that a tti tudes are not only essential to the. learn

ing proc.ess but that the development of attitudes is the

real aim of education when he says: "Interaction of the

whole organism with his environment is the essence of edu

cation."22 ThUS, the learning process incl.uded in the aim

of education is pre-conditioned by attitude as William

19 G. W. Allport, "Attitudes," Handbook of Social
PSlchOlOgz (Worchester, Massachusetts: Clark Union Press,
19 5), p. 810.

20 Mandel Sherman, Mental Hygiene and Education (New
York: Longn.ll;lnsGreen and Company, 1934) ,--pj)". 39-58.

21 Daniel A. Prescott, Report ,to ~ American Council
~Educatlon (Washington, D. C.: 1938T, p, 293.

22 Burton, ~. ~., p. 6.
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Heard lCilpatrick declare s :

Th~. one fundamental e lemen t in desirable growth that
is a pre-condition to all else is emotionalized adjust
ment.Withoutthisall else comes to naught ••• a
satisfactory sense of security depends upon it .•••
The individual, whatever age, beirlg complex, responds
in many ways as he reacts to a stimUlating situation
and education must care for all these respons es and these
must be considered the dominating part played by the in
dividual's mind-set or attitude.in determining What
varied responses he shall make and which of these are to
be fixed as a habit in his charac ter .23

John Dewey Says; "Emotionalized responsiveness is

needed to' incline the individual to do the thing he knows·

is best and to give him ~ strong impulse to do it."24

F. J. Welchbach says: "The acquisition of knOWledge

and skills is important but not all important. There are

other objectives that play an important role in gUiding
26

children. "

These recent interpreta tions of education and the·

learning process have brought about a new interpretation of

reading. Instead of being considered the aim of education,

reading is reinterpreted as one of the primary means in

ereat~ng Wholesome interests and in establishing right atti

tudes which are the true aims of education.

23 Kilpatrick, Remaking the Curriculum, pp. 73-74.

24 John Dewey, The Educational Frontier (New York:
The Century Company, 1933), p. 302.

25 F.'J. Welehbach, Progre-ss,ive Education, April,
1939, p. 263." .
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'Paul Witty and David Kopel discuss the newer inte r- ,

pretation ,af reading:

Reading is one of the: primary means of Bupplenenting
direct exper iences, in creating new understandings and
interests in the enriched curriculum•••• The a.ctivity
program with its emphasis on the reactions of children
to their environments, and on their increasing respon
sibility for modifying these environments for the needs.
of themselves and others, tends to develop personal
and soeialresponsibility. Such actual participation
in real pro'blems concerns classroom, school, and com
munity and sends pupils voluntar ily to records of human
experience in order to se cure a more adequate concept ion
of current phases and condi tions of life, including
human motives.26

Luella Cole says:

The modern school recognizes the fact that a child
is a many-sided individual who reacts physically.
emotionally, and socially as well as mentally to any
learning situation. When he: is learning to read he is
not merely reacting mentally, but as a whole organism
and his physical, emotional, and social development
may either help or hinder his learning to read. If he
is emotional1y unstable, socially immature, or physically
below standard he m~ not learn to read wi th ease and.
satisfaction~ largely because of one or more of these
conditions .2°c

During the period of 1910-1930 a definite improvement

in the teaching of reading was made, yet in spite of improved

educat.ional aims: end teach ing procedure, reading was thought

of as an end in itself. Since that time, however, a very

different attitude has been assumed by educators regarding

26- Witty and Kopel J ~. ill..., p. 14.

2~ Luella Cole, The Imirovemntof Reading (New York:
and Rinehart, Ine •• 19 8]. P. ,16-;-
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the te-aching of reading ani its plaoe in the teaohing pro- ..

gram. Pa~.l Witty and David Kopel say:

One of the most oonspiouous trends in the currioulum
iathe growing unity of purpose thl7oughout the s ohool •
• '. • The sharp differenoe in purpose be.tween primary
and intermediate grades are disappearing. The once
preva~ent notion that primary grades are to :furnish read
ing skills to be util ized in the interme dia te grades t

that the intermediate and upper .grades are to refine and
perfeot such skills for use in still higher grades, is
seldom aoknowledged today. The responsibility of oon
sidering ohildren's gradual growth over a period of many
years oontributes balanoe and perspeotive to the prob
lem of developing tastes and interests. • • • The soope
of the elementary sohool currioulum is Widening and in
general reading the teaoher must take into oonsideration
widened interests. 28 .

Following the new oonoept of the educational aim and

of the learning prooess, came the new interpreta tion of the

reading process. Lucille Harrison says:

A very narrow view of the nature of reading, held
generally some years ago, is still prevalent in the
minds of some instruo tors. In it reading is seen merely
as the reoognition of written and printed words, in
ol~ding accuraoy, rate, and span of recognition, rhyth
mioal movement of tIE e yes from the end of one line to
the beginning of the next. In some sohools reading is
taught as just suoh a process and nothing mol'e. Mechanics
are neoessary, beyond a doubt but the mechanical process
is not reading. Printed symbols do not give meaning to
the reader; they merely stimulate him to recall familiar
ooncepts. The re ader through utilizing these. concepts,
aohieves meaning by making it rather than by ge tting it
from the printed page. Thus t meaning in reading comes
from the re ader 's re oal1ing and man i pulat ing the oon
cepts he possesses rather than from the printed symbols
at which he looks .29

28 Witty and Kopel • .Q12.. ill., p. 14.

29 Lucille Harrison, Reading Readiness (New York:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936-1939), p. 135 t quoting McKee.
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," A new interpre tat ion is given by Ernes tHorn:

Th~ author does not really convey ideas to the reader;
he merely stimulates him to construct them out of his
own experiences. If the concept is already in the read
er's mind, the task is ralati vely easy, but if, as is
usually the case in school, it is new to' the reader,
its construction more nearly approaches problem solving
than simple association. 30

Lucille Harrison says:

The important idea in the 'foregoing defini tion of
reading is that words on the printed or written page are
only useful as they stimulate the recalling and con
strue ting of meanings. The implication is that the !Man
ings recalled come from those which he possesses. The
meanings which he possesses must of necessity have
evolved from experiences of some sort. One reads with
what one has experienced.31

John De we y says:

Reading is a complex thought process, words on tha
printed page merel.y serve as stimuli that set up mean
ings in the reader's mind. His ability to understand
large organizations of meanings wi thin sentences makas
it possible for him to organize meanings recalled. His
purpose for reading guides his search for meaning and
determines what he will do with the organizations of
meaning achieved in reading.

Reading is not merely a word recognition process,
besides adequate meanings of words the child must be able
to understand and use English sentences as large units
of meaning and speaking before he can deal with them
adequately on the printed page. He must be guided by
a purpose in his reading if reading is to be useful.
Purpose enables the reader to select appropriate content

"

30 Ernest Horn, "Methods of Instruction in the Social
Studias," Report .2!~ Commission 2!! Social Studies of the
ImericanHistorical Association, Part XV (New York: Charles
Sc~ibn~r's Sons" 1.9371. p. 154. --

'31 Harrison • .2,E.- !U1.., p. 137.
"

~
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and ahili ty to organize that conten t aocor ding to the
reader's wish.32

Lucille Harrison would. oombine the elements from most

Edward Thorndike defines re ading as

a very elaborate prooedure involving a ~ ighing of eaoh
of many elements in,a sentence. their organization in
the proper relation one to another, the seleotion of
certain of their oonnotations ard the rejeotion of
others. and the 0 oope-rat ion 0 f many foroes to determine
final response. In faot, we Shall find that the aot
of answering simple questions about a single paragraph
inQludes all the features oharaoteristio of typioal
re-asonings. • • • Some go so far as to say that the
rea.ding aot is inoomplete unless it inoludes the appli
cation of the faots ~~prehended to the study of personal
and sooial problems. .

Recent educators h~ve defined reading as

an avenue through which direot experienoe is extended
in a basically oontinuously developmental sequenoe.
Hence. reading materials are seleoted in terms of in
dividual as well as group needs beoause experiences and
needs vary with different individuals. Reading as a
growing. expanding. and continuous aotivity leads into
and is associated with almost all phases of the sohool's
aotivities. Therefore. the improvement of reading
ability beoomes an all school funotion. Layman wrote.

, in 1937 that any reputable book. the reading of whioh
adds profitably and pleasurably to a student's inter
pretation 0 f life in any field is now oonsidered an
appropriate part 0 f the curri oulum.34

"

32 John Dewey. How We Think. p. 231. quoted by
Harrison. ~. cit•• PP. 143-161.

33 Edward Thorndike. "Reading as Reasoning. a Study
of Mistakes in Paragraph Reading." The Journal of Eduoational
Psychology. Vol. VIII. June. 1917. P:-323. -

34 Witty and ~opel• ..QR.. cit •• , p. 14.
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as' a process of recognizing symbols which serve as
s'timuli to the recalling and construction of the re-
sultin,g meanings in thought process es acc:or ding to the
purpose of the reader, and applying those meanings to
his purposes so that his ensuing reactions are modified
as a re'su~t of reading•••• With no recalling of
meanings there can be no organi zat ion of' meanings accord
ing to the arrangement of w'ords on the page. Without
organization of meaning there can be no manipulation of
meanings in the thOUght processes according to the pur
pose of the reader. Without manipulation or use of .
meanings in. the purposes of t};1e reader there can be no
modification of reac tions and so no reading in the true
sense. The result is verbalism but not understanding. 35

Lucille Harrison says:

It is, therefore, essentiai not only that the reader
posses meanings but that those meanings be correct
and vivid if his reading is to be succeSSful. A broad
meaningful vocabulary is one of the requisites of facile
reading because symbols or words enable the reader to
use the meanings to which they are attached. Meanings
in themselves are practically useless unless attached
and fixed by words .36

In connection wi th this question John Dewey says:

Since meanings are not themeel ves tangible things,'
they must be anchored by attachment to some physical
existence. Existences that are e spec ia11y se t aside
to fixate and convey meanings are symbols. In language
symbols are words •••• Meanings and words are useless
apart from each other for it is only by means of words
that meanings can be recalled. Therefore, a broad
vocabulary to which meanings a re attached is one of the
requisites to successful reading. 37

Paul McKee says:

36 Harrison, ~. cit., PP. 137-142.

36 llli., p. 151.

37 Dewey, !!.2!! We Think, quoted by Harr'ison, £E.. ill.,
P,I 231.
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"The first instructional job consists of giving to the
pupilS a wealth of first-hand SIld vicarious experiences,
thereQY broadening the field of meaningful concepts
which may later serve as media for interpretation of the
printed symbols he will read. There can be no reading
wi thou t meanings and there c'an be no meanings unless the
reader has accumulated a wealth of concepts and ex-

. periences with which to interpret the symbols he sees
in writing and print. Consequently, whatever ca.n be
done to provide the prospective rea.der with important
experiences is essential to adequate preparation for
reading. 38 '.

Children are not always ready to read When the

teacher is ready to teach reading. Lucille Harrison says:

If forced to read before they are ready they de-
velop faulty percept~l habits and unfortunate attitudes.
So "varied are children's rates of development that the
introduction of :reading is delayed in the modern school
until a careful appraisal of each child's physical
growth, mental abili ty, and emotional development dis
eloses his read iness for s.uccessful axper iences in read
ing.39

Lucille Harrison defines reading readiness:

, Reading readiness is a a tate 0 f prep aration to 8 ttack
learnings involved in tba program of the initial period
of .reading instruction. The readIness program includes
instruction which prepares the pupil for two major as
pects of the reading prog-ram, namely, the mechanism of
reading and the thinking side of r eading.40

Concerning the question 0 f reading readiness Paul

MoKee says:

38 Paul MoKee, Reading and Literature in the Elementary
Sohool (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934T;" pp. 99
100.

39 Harrison, 2E. £!!., pp. 183-185.
40· 1J?!!., p. 131.
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.Before reading is taught to any child the first-grade
teacher should be certain that the necessary factors of
readi~ess are present in the child. The necessary fac
tors that assure· success are mental, phy'sical, and per
sonal. Of major importance among all the factors are
those of Ca} adequate nental age, (b) good vision, (c)
good hearing, (d) emotional s.tability or-adjustment to
the school situation Vlhich includes responsiveness, de
sirable attitudes toward reading, toward classmates,
toward teacher and an objective attitude toward self,
factors which should result fro~·the preparatory period
of instruction in reading•• ,•• Seven major fields of
instruction in 'the period of preparation for reading are:
el} providing pupils with real, varied, and rich ex
periences essential to the getting of meaning from mate
rial to be read; (2) training in ability to do problematic
thinking; (3) training in the,speaking of simple English
sen tences; (4) the development of a wide speaking vocab
ulary; (5) training in accurate enunciation and pronun
ciation; (6) the development of a desire to read; (7)
~raining in the keep~ of a series of ideas in the mind
1n proper sequences.

Paul Witty and David Kopel list the essential elements

, 0 f reading re adine ss :

(1) Many and varied experiences. The first reading
will be based upon the child's own daily experiences in
and out of school for he cannot interpret the thoughts
which the symbols seek to convey unless the experiences
are meaningful to him.

(2) Good health is a contributing factor to reading
re adiiless •

_ (a) A hungry child cannot read. Undernourish-
ment detracts from learning to read.

(3) Good sight and good hearing contribute to good
reading.

(4) A good oral speaking vocabulary, conversation,
discussion, and story telling afford opportunities to
get exact meanings of words.

41 McKee; 12£. cit.
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. (5) The ability to organize ideas and express: them
in sentence form is imperative to good reading. Oral
expression must be clear and handled well if children
are given the tool for interpretation of reading
material.

(6) Social ad jus tmen t is necessary for success ful
reading of tlE little child because the early reading
is based on co-operative en te rprises 0 f the room and
it is esaential that the potential reader identify him-
se lf as a member of the so ci al group. .

(7) Emotional stabil! ty is' a defini te fa.ctor in read
ing readiness.

(8) Intellectual· ma turity is necessary.42

Concerning the maturing process Lucille Harrison

says:

Readiness to do things appears at ra. the r definite
per i ods or wit h in eer t ain age limi ts and to for ce a
child to a particular type of acting before he is ready
usually causes strain which may result in negativistic
atti tudes toward it and accomplishes li ttle so far as
the d.esired activity is concerned•••• Experimental
evidence based .upon stud ies of non-readers in the first
grade has shown us that very intelligent children
sometimes fail to read but enjoy content of reading
mat,erial, while there are children who read words fluently
but are not capable of comprehending what is read. There
are others Who are too unstable emotionally to carry out
the reading process even though the y may be very intel
ligent and free from physi cal defec ts of eye and ear
and are able to cQmprehend ideas read to them and to
carry out well-developed processes of thought. Other
children may be handicapped by meager expe rienc es, mal
nutrition, or lack of social adjustment. These may be
considered unready for reading in some respect and must
be given time for readine ss to develop. 43

42 Witty and Kopel, ~. £it., p. 3.

·43
Harrison, ~. cit., p. 2.
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educators:

'In connection with the contributing factors of read-'

ing readiness, Samuel A. Kirk lists the following, which

are interesting in point of agreement with other recent

Kirk, Teaching Reading ~ Slow-Learning
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940', p. 40.

.2:£. cit., PP. 1-30.

1. A mental age of six or more.
2. Adequate language development required for reading.
3. Menlo ry for sentences and. ideas.
4. Visual memory and. visu!!-l discrimination.
5. Audi tory memory and discrimination.
6. Correct enunciation and pronunciation.
7. Motor ability.
8. Visual maturity.
9. Motivation.44

Lucille Harrison s~ys:

Intellectual. physical, and personal development are
important factors which greatly influence reading readi
ness. It has been found that in considering reading
readiness mental age alone does not insure reading suc
cess but a mental age of at least six must be reached
and much more is the certainty of success if the mental
age is six years and six months •••• Reading is
primarily an intellectual process, but in order to carry
out that process in the normal way certain physical
factors are necessary, so that we may say that in reali ty
reading is dependent upon a ce rtain psycho-physical
process •••• They are those having to do with normalcy
of speech organs, hearing, vision, general health, hand
edness, and chronological age. Chronological age has
very little to do with reading readiness except as it is
considered in determining the mental a ge of the first
grade entrant •••• Until recently, however, it was
almost tha sole criterion of fitness for entrance to the
first grade and the beginning of the reading skills. The
result has been failure for too large a proportion of
our first-grade pupils and the attending disastrous
effects upon th~ social and emotional development of the
failing child.40

44 Samu.el A.
Children (New York:

45 Harl"i1son,



reading process recognizes reading not as an end in itself

In this definition of reading the important idea

is expressed by the word, experience, which needs to be

defined if reading is to be understood as a social process,
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. Paul Witty and David Kopel say:

ReC'ently, however, an ever increasing number of ele
mentary schoolsomi t reading from the first and second
grades, SUbstituting for reading, materials and activ
ities relating to the immediate needs, interests, and
social adjustment of the young child. Reading in such
cases is supplementary rather than pr imary and offered
only as those children whose maturity, mental and gen-
e ral, practically assures success fullearning. Educators
who take this view toward the teaching of reading, be~

lieve that all reading exerci~e8 should be delayed until
children are mature enough to find greater meaning in
the actiVity. They further believe that reading drills
are inconsistent with the gradual developrrent and needs
typical of the six-year-old children and that practices
of too-early reading hinders future successful and joy
ful reading end contributes to the numerous failures in
the early grades.46 _

A revised meaning of the concept of reading and the

but ,as an important contributing factor in the educational

aim. Luella Cole defines reading in the follOWing manner:

Reading is a social process built upon experience.
and is important to the extent to which it contributes
to. worthy social relationships and understandings.
Many needs and opportunities for learnings arise in
experiences of worth in the modern school. Reading is
one of the learnings that results from experiences.
It is in this sense 8 soc ial process and not an indi
vidual achievement.47

~ 46. Witty and Kopel, .Q.E. ill·, p • 3,
;-:",.. 47;. ~ Cole, .2E.. ill·, p. 20.
~, -,
;
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William Heard Kilpatrick says:

Exp~~ience is primarily a process of undergoing; a
process of standing something; of suffe ring and passion;
of affection, in the 1i teral sense of these words.· The
organism has to endure, to undergo the consequences of
its own actions. • •.• Undergoing, however, is never
mere passivity. The organism is also an agent--a reactor,
one trying experiments, one concerned with undergoing in
a way which is to influence what is still to happen.
Experience is a matter of simultaneous doings and
sufferings •.••• Experience is 'primarily what is under
gone in connection with activi'ties whose import lies in
their objective consequences •••• Education, in order
to accomplish its ends both for the individual learner
and for society must be based upon experience which is
always the actual life-experie?ce of some individua1. 48

John Dewey defines ~he meaning of experience and

discusses the underlying principles:

Sound educational experience involves, above all,
continuity and interaction between the learner and what
is learned•••• Scientific study leads to and enlarges
experience, but this experienc.e is educative only to
a degree that it rests upon a continuity of significant
knowledge and to the degree that this knowledge modifies
the learner's outlook, attitude, and skill. The true
learning situation, then, is both historical and social.
It is orderly and dynamic •••• The fundamental unity
of the newer philosophy is found in the idea that there
is an intimate and necessary relation between the proc
esses of experience and education. Then a positive and
constructive development of its own basic idea depends
upon having a correct idea of experience.49

He further clarifies the concept of experience by the

discussion of the underlying principles of continUity and

interaction:

48 Kilpatrick, Source~ in the ,Philosophy of
Education, pp. 22-24.

49 ..
Dewey, Experience and Education, pp. 7-11.
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The principle of continuity of experience rests upon
the fact of habit, when habit is interpreted biologi
cally. 'The basic characteristic of habit is that every
experience enacted and undergone modifies the one who
acts and undergoes •••• The principle so understood
goes deeper than the ordinary conception of a habit.
It covers the formation" of attitudes, attitudes that are
emotional and intellectual. It covers our basic sensi
tivities and ways of meeting and responding to all the
conditions which we meet in living. Thus, the principle
of continuity of experience means-that every exp~rience

both takes up something from tllose which have gone before
and modifies in some way the quality of those which come
after.

The principle of "interaction of the whole organism
with its environment indicates, that both the objective
and internal conditions have equal considerations. An
experience is always what it is because of a trans
action taking place between an individual and, what at
that time, constitutes his environment, the environment
being whatever conditions interact with personal needs,
desires, purposes, and capacities to create the experi
ence which is had. The two principles of continuity
and interaction intercept and unite each other and in
their active union wi th each other provide the means
of educative significance and value of an "experience •
• • • Responsibility for selecting objective conditions
carries with it, then, the responsibility for under
standing the needs and capacities of the individuals who
are ·learning at a given time. 50

The problem in rea.ding in the exper ience program,

then, is the problem of selecting experiences of most value

in pro~iding a foundation for effective social living. John

Dewey says:

The belief that all genuine education comes about
through experience does not mean that all experiences
are genUinely educative. Everything depends upon the
quality of experience whic.h is had. ThUS, the central

50~•• pp. 23-45.
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problem of an education based upon experience is to
select the kind of present experiences that live fruit
fUlly-and creatively in subsequent experiences ••••
A coherent theory of experience affording positive di
rection to selection and orga.nization of appropriate
educational methods and materials, is required by the
attempt to give new direction to the work of the modern
school. The process is slow; it is a matter of gro wth. 51

"How shall the young become acquainted with the past
-

in such a way that the acquainta~ceiis a potent agent in

appreqiation of the living future,"52 is the challenge

thrown out by John Dewey and must be answered in terms of

the following interpretat ion of the cone ep t of expe rience :

- Man has nothing but experience, and everything he
comes to, he comes to only through experience. All
his thinking, be it loose or scientific; common or
transcendental, starts from experience Ultimately in
view. Nothing has unconditional value and significance
except life. All other thinking, conception, knowledge
has value onl.y in so far as in some way or other it
refers to the fact of life, starts from it, and has in
view a subsequent return to it. 53

Appropriate experiences must be selected which will

provide a foundation for effective present social living if

youth become acquainted wi th tm past in such a way that

the acquaintance is a potent agent in their appreciation of

the living future. Such experiences will be educative,

51 .!.BJ:!., pp. 13-21.

52 Dewey, Exper ienoe .!!!!. Education, p. 7.

53 Kilpatrick, Source~ !a the Philosophy of ~
oation, p. 19, quoting Fichte t We rke, Vol. II, p. 333.

"
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according to William Heard Kilpatrick; ,

•• :. when the learner has grown, (a) in outlook
and insight, (b) in attitudes and appreciations, and
(c) in means of control. He sees what to do; he wills
to do; and he can do, are the developments of growth.54

Education, then, ds experiencing arid according to

John A. Hockett, if the educational aim of today is to be

realized:

We must recognize the importance of an educational
program based upon mutual trust and respect--among the
pupils and between teacher and pupils, involving con
stant and willing co-operation. in the prosecution of
enterprises that are recognized as worth while, and
providing abundant oPP9rtunity for the assumption of
responsibility by each member of the group. Such a
classroom environment results from teacher and pupil
co-operation, in care and improvement of the classroom;
in determining place of routine and in all other
aotivities that make the expe rienoes of th~ group
living effective and satisfying. This responsibility
for making the life of the classroom and the sohool
riohly educative begins on the firs t day of the s.chool
and persists to the very last experience of the con
cluding day. It inheres in the codes of behavior that
are developed for use during periods of work and dis
oussion and in the acts of courtesy and hospitality that
are practiced among the members of the class and between
them and 0 ther individuals and groups with v.hom they
come in oontact. The conduct of the daily group life
in the school and classroom offers the best of all oppor
tunities for the actual practice of a high type of dem
oor~tic citizenship.55

This method of teaching is also disoussed by Daniel

Prescott who expresses his beliefs in the following paragraphs:

54 Kilpatriok, Foundations of Method, P. 283.

55 Hocke tt • ' op • .£.!.:!., pp. 61-62.
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The school must be organized and operated in such a
way as to contribute dire,ctly to the satisfaction of the
childl'en t s personality needs ; provide experiences through
which children and young people can learn how to bring
about the satisfaction of their own needs in contemporary
society while they are, at the same t·ime, contributing
to the needs of others; schools must provide experiences
favorable to the development of attitudes and value con
cepts that will support the maintenance of democratic
insti tutions and processes in our own so ciety and facil
itate the further evolution and -development of those in
sti tutions .:for the c:ommon goo,d. The program best suited
for the maturing of children will provide them with
situations in which they can work out behavior that will
satisfy their personality needs as the latter appear.
This does not me an stressing drill for mastery of "fun
damental processes"; it does pot mean rote learning 
and recitation; it does not imply the use of regimen
tation to teach good habits and conformity; it does not
permit indoctrinating all children With arbitrarily
chosen emotionaoized concepts; it does not suggest that
teachers should have a bag of tricks for motivating
pupils. These methods produce psychological immaturity.
Instead, the best method of maturing children is to give
,them a chance for progressive accumulation of meaningful
experiences that reveal the world as it is. It means
offering experiences that will orient children in the
physical world, in the socia.l mrld, in time, and in
emotional realities as far as we ha,re discovered them'.
It means helping children to organize their expe riences
into genera.lizations, attitudes and value concepts. It
implies granting them opportunities for significant
action in relation to their needs, attitudes, and emerg
ing purposes. It means granting them increasing re
sponsibility to direct their o,WIl behavior, and it implies
challenging them with the world r s unsolved problems as
a .means of evoking purpose. All of this must be expe
rienced by each child in the company of and with the
co-opera tion of other children.

Wise and sYmpathetic adults must be present in the
school to set the stage for experiences, and to give
counsel and encouragement based upon insight into the
needs of children and the processes of society. Implied,
too, is the encouragement of children to attempt creati~e

act.!vi ties by wb. ich tens ion mS¥ be relieved and attitudes
cryStallized. Individual differences mus.t be recognized
and provided fo r by offering opportunities appropriate
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to·'needs and within the capacities of the children to
comprehend. Finally, the evaluation of pupil progress
must b~ in terms of personal development rather than in
te rms limi ted to' the des cription of increase in spe c ific
knowledge and skills. 56 .

These methods simply describe the experience pro-

,~ gram, which is merely a\'name for a method of teaching and
\1

i( which is further interpreted as foIl-ewe,:

It is a program that consists of the sum total of
the child's doings and activities which change him
soc1ally. physically, emotionally, and mentally. It
consists of continuously developing series of ex
periences, which a group of cqildren will propose and
plan for themselves with tm help and gUidance of an
understanding teacher ,in which group and individual,
par'ticipation is enthusiastic. • • • Such a program
provides countless opportuni ties and demands for the
exercise and development of various abilities from
which emerge the joys and satisfactions of difficul ties
overcome, goals attained, and knowledge and wisdom
acquired. An experience program enables children to
achieve integration individually and within the ir group
on successfully higher levels that is necessary to
developing matur ity and successful living. The expe
rience program is merely a name for a IlEthod of teach
ing which prOVides a controlled environment conducive
.to the growth of children in all directions in which
growth is poss i ble. 57

SUMMARY

Thus far, the modern and traditional aims of edu

cation have been compared in an attempt to determine the

56 . .. .
Hrs:sedtt, 2],. ill., pp. 193-195.

5'1 "Newer Instructional Practices of Promise," The
Department 0 f' SuPervisors'and Directors o'f Ins truction of
the N. I. A. , The Twelfth Yearbook (WaShington, D. C.; }1939),
P7'283.- -, -
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posi tion of reading in the first-grade program. According'

to recent ,educators significant and far reaehingchanges

have taken place in education which al ter the primary aim

in reading instruction in the s;arly grades •.

Reading is defined in recent educational terms as

a social pro cess based upon expe.rience and is important
to the extep.t 'that it contributes to worthy social re
lationships and understandings. It is one of the learn
ing~ .. that resul ts from school expe riences in wh ich the
determination of readiness to learn becomes central.
Furthermore, to improve reading means to give due con
s.ideration!:to the whole organism at appropriate levels
of matu.ration. 58 '

-Paul Witty'and David Kopel neatly sum up the situation:

Since 1920 significant and far reaching changes have
taken place in education. These changes have affected
profoundly the basic aims and purposes of instruction in
reading and other subject matter areas •••• Modern
education is concerned primarily with the provision and
maintenance of classroom s1 tuations which engender whole
some growth according to t.he varied needs of the chil
dren. Subject matter is valued in terms of the con- .
tribution it makes to the continuous sturdy developrrent

-of. the child. Hence, the primary aim in reading in
struction has been altered. No longer is it the develop
ment of effective habits and skills, instead major em
phas is is acc-orde dread ing far meaning. This emphas is
is widely endorsed by modem educators who have attempted
to ass~1ate reading experiences with children's in-
te.re s ts. 59

58 Harrison, ~. cit., p. 183.

99 ~itty and Kopel, .Q.:E.. eit.,·"Preface," p. iii.





CHAPTER III

A REPORT OF THE WRITER'S TEACHING FROM

SEPTEMBER, 1939, UNTIL JUNE, 1940

:, Within the first decade of the writer's teaching
.,

On September 4, 1939, a group of thirty eager-eyed

and interesting children entered the ·first grade at Deming·

School. To outward appearances this group was very similar

to many other groups just entering school. There wsre the

timid, the aggressive, the bright" and the dull child. The

uncertain child and the ov~rly-anxious child were there-

each representative of a large group of children who began

the long and intricate process of educational training in

our public schools.

The writer had witnessed just such beginning groups

from the time when the purpose of education for these earl-y

stages was that of learning to read, only. She had expe

rienced perhaps one of tm most interesting and rapid

changes of educational purpose and learning processes which

have ever occurred in the history of our public schools.

In the year of 1910 the child's mental ability was

all that really mattered so far as school training was con

cerned. The other important phases of the child's make-up

were eared for by the parents in the home or by other social

agencies which were thought to exist for that purpose •
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experience a feeling of dissatisfaction was sensed because '

of the fac·t that regardless of time and effort spen t to

accomplish certain required academic sUbject matter, some

children, for s orne unavoidable re ason, were unable to

achieve success fully and tte sense of failure which they

had to undergo left its withering mark upon them.

About 1920 the writer became interested in the phi

losophy and teachings o£ John Dewey, of Fredrick Gordon

Bonser, of William Heard Kilpatri.ck, and of others who were

interested in the persona:J.ity developnent of the child ·from

the standpoint of his interests and needs. During this

period from 1920 until the present time the writer has had

the 'privilege of working under the supervision of an alert

and sympathetic primary supe rvisor who encourages her

teachers in the changing of teaching methods and techniques

in terms of changing aims am purposes of education. This

experience and recent study in educational research under

the guidance of an outstanding teacher of Indiana State

Teach~rs College have given the writer a definitely new out

look and atti tude toward beginners in tte first grade. There

fore. she met the group of beginners in 1939 with a new cour

age and confidence inspired by a new educational meaning and

purpose.

Out of tr.e-group of thirty children, the writer choae

tWentyaa a fair:s.ampling of the entire g--roup to be studied.
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This study has developed (1) through observation o~ the

children ~n their various activities, their attitudes

toward the mselves, the ir work, and the i r playfe110 ws: (2)

through study of recent,educational research, (3)' through

the guidance of a group of children from September, 1939,

to June, 1940, (4) through the repor~sof the succeeding

teachers from September, 1940, until January 24, 1941, (5)

through home visi ta.tion, mothers," meetings, and }:Brent co

operation, and (6) through record~ kept of the characteristics,

activities, and reactions ,of the c:hildren to various expe

riences which indicated physical, emotional, social, and

men tal growth. During the study the Pintner Cunningham Test

was given to the' majori ty of the g roup in order to help de-

te rmine re adine ss •

The purpose of this study as previously stated is to

determine the purpose of reading and its place in the in

structional program of tile first grade in terms of recent edu

cational aims.

In accordance with these educ ational aims t certain

materials were used and experiences chosen with the aim of

utilizing reading as a means of adaptation of the whole organ

ism to its environment. In making this adaptation the child,

through experieneing real life si tua tions, was provided the

QPPQrtunity, not only to control ,and to readjust his environ-
"

D!:nt according tJt his individual needs, but to realize maximum
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personality development which is, according to present-day

educators, .'the true aim 0 f education.

The next section of this chapter presents case stud

ies of the group selected for this study. These crase stud

ies serve as a background for the remainder 0 f this chapter.

The individual children responded' to the school experiences

at various times and in different ways; therefore individual

children will be ment ioned again throughout the discussion

of experiences as the y made their ~daptations.

The remainder of the chapter discusses equipment and

supplies, minor actiVities,:, major activities during the first

semester, and practical application of experiences during the

second semester. The major activities and practical appli

cation of experiences are presented by semester periods in

order to show the gradual growth of the whole child through

the use .of certain experiences essential to successful adap-

tation. Wi thin this gradual development of the whole organ

ism, the writer hopes to show how reading became functional,

thus finding its rightful place in the instructional program

of the fi rat grade.

I • CASE STUD IES

During the process of personality development of each

of the following children this educational fact, previously

quo'ted, was taken into ec count:
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• • • a ohild is a many-sided individual who reacts '
physically, emo tionally, and sooially as well as men
tally to any learning situation. When he is learning
to reaod he is not merely reacting mentally, but as a
whole organism and his physioal, emotional, and social
development may either help or hinder his learning to
read. If he is emotionally uns table t socially immature.
or physically below standard he mayor may not learn
to read wi th ease and satisfaction, largely because of
one or more of tl:e-se oondi tions. l

In accor<lanoe with this ed~cational principle, speoial

attention was given during the initial period of development

that desirable traits be established and undesirable ones be

disoouraged or replaced by more substantial ones. Prevention

of handi caps rather than the applioation of reme dial measures

later was coveted for these children whose case studies follow.

NAME: Robe rt

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 72 months

MENTAL AGE: 66 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 91

WEIGHT: 48 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 3/4 inches

When Robert entered school, he was extremely quiet

and apathetic, because of the recent death of his father. He

1 See p. 24l.
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ness.

other ~ource of interest to Robert was the stories he heard

f S

two semesters would indicate more proof of his physical wiri-

Robert was the youngest of three young boys. His

mother was a parson of sturdy quaiities who had readjusted

herself to the new life situations capably and well. Robert,

having a good example, was helped, in his readjustment; he 

finally became interested ,and made a good record, especially

during the second, semester.

Robert had no pets, but he enjoyed the radio, the gar-

was thin and pale, but a physical examination revealed no

serious handicaps, and according to home reports he had had

no serious illness. A perfect attendance record for the

den, and toys which were mostly of the mechanical type. He

was especially interested in the construction toys and ex

pressed himself as hpping someday to be a bus driver. An-

boy who exclaimed, "Miss Whitaker, look at

every Sunday morning at Sunday School and the stories his

the length of the blackboard space, the respect and ad-

train. using Robert's last name as a mark of deep respect

miration of the group were expressed in the outburst of one

mother told. He enjoyed drawing most of all during the

first weeks of school. One day when he drew an entire train

and admiration; from that time on Robert identified himself

w:i.'th the group as the best artist in the room in this 1 ine.

I
i
cf'

j~

~It
\
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Robert,' ~hrough this achievement, gained a needed self

respect and confidence and a wholesome attitude toward him-

self, .his work, and his playfellows.

No further account of Robert's progres·s can be given

since he moved to another school system at the close of the

first year. However, by the close of the lA grade he had

es tablished an emo tional se If-cont·rol, a sense of social se-

curity, and a mental alertness which would warrant his future

success if he Vlere allowed to exercise the abilities which'

he had acquired up to this. time. He had become an indepen

dent worker and had acquired an atti tude of interest and

helpfulness toward his wo rk a nd toward his fellows.

NAME: Betty

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 73 months

MENTAL A.GE: 81 months

Il'fTELLIGENCE Q.UOTIENT: 110

WE I GET: 44 poun ds

~IGHT: 44 inches

Betty was very quiet, reserved, and unassertive; yet

she was SUbstantial, dependable, and ve ry capable. From the
i' .

beginning she showed traits of leadership and fine qualities.,
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of citizenship. Emotionally she was stable and socially

well adjus,ted, the results of :fine home training. A phys

ical examination revealed a sound physical condition Bub

stantiated by home re por'ts that she had never been seri-

ously ill. Mentally. Be tt y was a.lert, accurate, and above

the average of the group level.

Betty was the second of a family of five children.

An older brother, according to the mother, was becoming

conditioned against school as a result of unsatisfactory

progress. Just younger tb,an Betty was a pair of twins and

younger, yet. was a baby sister of whom Betty seemed espe

cially fond.

Betty had no pets, but she .had numerous toys and one

favorite playmate about her own age but with an intelligence

quotient of 116. Other than this playmate, he r mother said

that Be.tty chose older friends and never any younger.

The father was gainfUlly employed and very capable of

provid ing comfortably fo r the family. The mother, a quie t,

refined, and charming woman, was intelligently interested

in school activities and in Bettyf s welfare and success. Al

though s~e was unable to attend the lB mothers' meetings, she

was eager to cooperate in every way she could. At home, Betty

enjoyed helping her mother with home responsibilities and her

favorite pastime waS sewing when she was alone.

At the c·lose of the first school semester Betty was
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sound.

N~: Roseann

-GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 71 months

MENTAL AGE: 83 months

INTELLIGENC~ QUOTIENT: 116

WEIGHT: 43 pounds

HEIGHT: 43.5 inches

Roseann was retiring and shy but refined and of a

sunny d~position. She was not easily upset emotionally,

bv.t was capable of defending her rights if necessary. Accord

ing to her mother, Roseann was easily controlled through
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wo rker and a fine ci ti zen."

tellige.ntly in eve ry way possible. Roseann received superior

grades so far as she had gone in school.

At the close of the 2B grade her teacher made the fol-

At the close of the school year, June, 1941, Roseann
.',

Roseann was an only child 1;IDtil she was in the second

grade. Then a baby siste~ was born, and Roseann's joys seemed

complete. The father, a native of Roumania, operated a tavern

in~connection with the home. The mother, of Roumanian descent

reasoning and understanding. As to her physical condition, .'

Roseann had never been ill except with chicken pox and whoop

ing cough, and when given a physical examination she was found

to be in sound health. Listening to stories read or told was

Roseannrs favorite pastime, and tap dancing was her hobby.

She had appeared before audiences on.programs many times be

fore she was six years old. Usually such programs were pre

sente.d in the Red Mens' Hall in Terre Haute.

but American born, possessed native charm and refinement which

endeared her to her friends. She was s~ncerely appreciative

of Roseann's school success and cooperated willingly and in-

lawing_ comment: "Roseann is a superior student; does every

thing perfectly. Very quiet, in fact, too quiet. Very sel

dom volunteers but when she does participate in any way, it

is always splendidly done. She is a close friend of Betty

(the girl jus t described above); is an independent and fast
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indicated a wholesome personality de~elopment; she was emo-

ti¢nally s~able and socially adjusted. She was mentally

alert and physically sound.

Case IV.---
NAME: Loretta

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 73 months

MENTAL AGE: 66 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 90

WEIGHT: 45 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 inches

For the first few days of school Loretta was reti

cent and a bit shy but was plainly interested in the school

environment and all that went on. She possessed traits of

pers istence and the abili ty to finish what she had begun,

and she enjoyed her various achievements. She made steady

progress and had a perfect attendance re co rd for the first

semester and was absent only three days of the :seoond. By

the close of the se cond grade t Lore tta was eaming the high-

est marks in everything.

She was the fifth of a family of five children: two

older boys and two older girls. The father did work on W.P.

A., The mother attended the IB mothers r meetings and contributed
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worthi"ly to the discussions. She seemed to get a definite

satisfact$on from her visits to the school and cooperated

splendi dly.

Loretta was interested in the vegetable garden and

in the food her mother was storing away for winter. She

attended Sunday School regularly and enjoyed the stories.

She alsoiJenjoyed exchanging stories with the two older

sisters and playing games with them. Loretta had no pets

and only a few t oye, but she en jo,yed playing "store" and

listening to the radio. She expr ess ed her wish to be a

storekeeper. She possessed fine qualities of character and

ci tizenship. During the fir st semes.te.r, Loretta earned

average grades, but through the use of good work habits and

the abili ty to "stick to things" she was promoted to 2B with

a straight "An card. At the end of t:r.e 2B grad.e the teacher

said: ."Loretta is quiet and follows rather than leads; she

is truthfUl, obedient, courteous, self-disciplined; always

ready to help others; makes good use of time and is especially

clean.~

At the close of the 2A grade Loretta came back to the

first grade room just to "talk things over" with the first

grade teacher, wh9 had been interested· in Loretta's progress

since the fall of 1939. Her expression was keen and cheer-

ful; she discussed her school activities intelligently and

competently and was happy in her achievements. She still had
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no pets but was enthusiastic over the good times she and

eight of lrer favorite friends haa. She helped her mother

with certain home duties and took care of herself, her

room, and her belongings •. Loretta had taken the objective

view of life which was a contributing factor in her emo

tional development; she was develop~ng happy social atti~

tudes, was growing healthy, and was continuing to be alert

mentally.

~. V.

NAME: Helen

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 69 months

MENTAL AGE: 79 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 114

.WSIGHT: 40 pounds

HEIGHT: 43 inc-he s

Helents genial disposition and her dainty fairy-like

appearance endeared her to the entire group. She had a

brothe r two years her senior a.nd a younger one. She had no

pets and not many toys, but she enjoyed playing with the chil

dren who came to her home frequently. She also enjoyed the

radio and the stories she heard in Sunday School, which she

a~tended regUlarly.
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The family occupied one s ide of a double house; an ..

uncle and,aunt lived in the other side. The father was em

ployed as a factory worker but was not always able to find

work. The mother fully appre c is. ted he r uncertain economic

situation; she used wise jUdgment in the things Wlich she

could control. The home was pleasant in appearance and

genial in its atmosphere. The most desirable children of the

immediate neighborhood came into the home. Good radio pro

grams were selected, and tm IlD~er was a chum o"f Helenfs.

She visited the school occasionally to keep in touch with

Helen's progress and usuall y 8ltten de d the IB mo the rs r meet

ings, Helen was usually one o"f the prominent players in

school programs, and the mother enjoyed making costumes "for

Helen and f'or the other children, i"f they were needed,

Emotionally, Helen was genial, happy, and reasonable;

socially she made friends eas ily and go t along well with

others. She made above average grades during the first

semester and a superior record during the second. Her

atten4ance record was very good for the first period but she

was absent five weeks during the second semester because of

illness of a serious nature. Helen not only could be de

pended upon to help others but also enjoyed helping and

sharing with the group.

Her second grade teacher made the following comment

at the end of tl:e 2B grade: "Helen possesses traits of
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leadership, respects the rules of the group; helps others

and participates worthily. She is truthful, prompt, courte

ous, and self-disciplined. She is persistent, makes good

use of time, and is clean."

At the close of school in June, Helen radiated an in-

tegrated pe rsonalit y development whic.h made contact with her

a pleasure.

NAME: Dani

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 80 months

ME¥TAL AGE: 78 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 97

WEIGHT: 50 pounds

.EEIGHT: 47 inches

Dani was animated and sparkled with enthusiasm. He

possessed one of the most wholesome attitudes toward him-
-

self, toward his school environment, and toward life in

general of the entire group. He constantly gave the im

pression that he was glad to be alive. At times, however,

he was quiet and almost shy~ yet he was always ready and

able to express himself clearly When asked for an opinion.

He was a good listener, possessed unique traits of character,
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and waH capable of working well, alone or with a group. He'

was delib~·rate, accurate, and he laughed at the right time.

Dani had an unusual sense of justice and fair play. He

keenly enjoyed o'U.t-door· sports, es:pecially football, the

IE type. It was a pleasure to work with this boy.

Dani was the fourth child in -a family of five boys.

He had a dog which he enjoyed romping with alone. Often he

played with the brother older than himself but seldom with

the two oldest because of the difference in age and interests e

He once attended Sunday S9hool, but his mother became inter

ested in her "club" work, and the boys chose their own re~

creation, it seemed. The father had a substantial job with

the railroad, and Dani hoped some day to become an engineer.

The mother, although interested in the welfare of her

family, seemed to have decided to give them freedom to de

velop as they chose after the youngest one had reached the

age of five or six. The writer has had charge, as a teacher,

of the two older boys and of Dani. During that time she

notic~d a dh~mg~dc attitude on the part of the mother, who,

though always congenial, shifted her interests from the family

to her own personal affairs. In being forced to find his own

recreation, Dani eVidently has developed Some unique ideas

and an independent method of thinking. It took more time in

the beginning for Dani to become adjusted to group living,
"

but he was Willing to consider the welfare of the group as
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a whole", and after a few months he was doing excellently in'

everything.'

At the close of the 2B his teacher said of him: "Dani

is quiet, even shy; he is a follower rather than a leader.

He seldom volunteers; he works well alone and finishes what

he starts, although he is deliberate. He is truthful, clean,

and willing to help others."

By the close of the second year, Dani was emotionally

well balanced., socially adapted, and physically strong.

N.AMffi: Marilyn

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 69 months

MENTAL AGE: 73 months

.INTEL1 IGENCE QUOT lENT: 105

WE I GHT : 44 pounds

HEIGHT: 44 inches

Marilyn was a cheerful, sunny-dispositioned child

with flaxen hair. Her smile, which was contagious, won for

her the admiration and friendship of the group. She was

concerned sincerely wi th the welfare of those about her,

was glad to help others, and enjoyed sharing. She was

'c.~;pable, accurate, and determined to finish what she had

begun.
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-Marilyn was the fifth of a family of six children.

She had an 'older brother, three older sisters, and one

sister younger than she. The father was regularly employed

at the paper mill, and the home seemed to be comfortably

pro'\'ided for. The mother was a wholesome type of person.

She had an attitude of hopefulness and confidence toward

her family. She enjoyed the IE mothers' meetings and had

a splendid c ooperativeatti tude toward the school and its

various activi ties. The home atmo,sphere was inspirational'

and conducive to the training of good citizens.

Marilyn enjoyed "Spike," the family pet dog, and the

radio. She enjoyed also games with the other children of

the family and telling stories at home in the evening. She

enjoyed playing store and declared she wanted to be a store

keeper.

Emotionally Marilyn was happy, hope ful, and sympa-

thetic; socially she was a favorite wherever she was because

of the loveable traits of character. Physically she had a

serious handicap at the beginning. An ear condition caused

her great suffering and hindered her progress. For this

reason she was under the doctor's care a great part of the

firs t semeste r, but gradually the trouble was removed, and

Marilyn caught up in her work. She possessed the quality

of perseverance, by which she achieved self-assigne"d goals.
'"

The comments of the second grade teacher follow:
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"Excellent home training in social attitudes coupled with

careful Junior Primary train~mg ~~de Marilyn a fine citizen

in 1A and 2B. She showed definite qualities of leadership;

she waS prompt, courteous, and cle.an; and she was truthful

and self-disciplined."

NAME: Jack

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: , 70 months

MENTAL AGE: 67 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTlENT: 92

WEIGHT: 44 pounds

HEIGHT: 45 inches

Jack was thin and pale with a pinched expression, and

he was too old in appearance for his years; yet he was neither

absent nor tardy during the entire school year, consisting of

183 days. A physical examination revealed no serious defect.
-

The milk lunch, served through the child Welfare Association

to the school children, made a decided difference in Jack;

his features grew less sharp, and his eyes grew keener.

Jack was the fourth child 0 f a family of four children. '

~ The father had no regular employment. The mother felt unable

, ;:' to" atte'nd the IB mee tings; yet from, all appearances she was
, "

interested in Jack's school progress. He was clean though
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not always well dressed. His clothes were sometimes worn

thin, faded', and patched. The mother appreciated the gift

of clothes brought to the school and made the besrt of them.

Often Jack wore a tie, which Ie nt an ai r of pride to him,

when the teacher noticed it. Later, the mother became co-

operative and definitely interested; however this was during

the se cond year ~

The family enjoyed themselves together, it seemed,

playing various games and working ,in a small garden. There'

were no radio, no pets, an~ only a few toys, but they seemed

to be able to make much of nothing. The house occupied by

the family was a poorly remodeled shed or garage on the back

lot of a dwelling, but what the family lacked in material

possessions they seemed to make up for in character qual-

ities which cannot be bought With money.

From the very start, Jack was interested, apprecia-

tive and attentive; gradually he became happy in his work

and play with the other children. He was capable of good

f, thinking and of expressing himself well. In language arts

Jack compared favor'ably with the group because of his fine

attitude toward his work; he was not, however, especially

artistic but came to enjoy pretty pictures, designs, and

objects of art.

In the beginning, Jack seemed emotionally uncertain,
"

cried easily and seemed afraid. After a few days he became

i

~
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thoroughly interested in the room environment and found

himself with relation to that environment. Before the

close of the first-semester :re riod, Jack was contented,

participated in the various activities, and was very con-

genial. Socially, he made friends beca.use of his mature

and unselfish understanding of others. He waited his turn

always and liked to see others tre8~ed ~air1y. The milk

lunch helped noticeably, and by the end of the first semes

ter, Jack's physical condition was improved, which improve~

ment, in turn. added to his mental alertness.

His second-grade teacher said of Jack: "School back

ground, the major factor, overbalanced home training pre

vious to entry. Teacher succeeded in getting mother in

terested."

By the close of the school year of 1941 Jack was

happily adjusted to his school life, which fact was indi-

cated by the cheery countenance and ready responses, socially.

NAME: Edward

GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 72 months

MENTAL AGE: 84 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 116
"
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Emotionally, Edward was cool, well-balanced, and

cheerful. He possessed an artistic temperament, showed

superior ability in drawing, but was especially interested

in music. Immediately upon entering the lA grade he began

playing the eo rnet; during the second grade he appeared on

p;ograms as a comet soloist, an accomplishment which,

Edward possessed an unusual dignity and poise for a

child of his age. He was unassuming and retir ing but could

hardly be characterized as shy. He used time to the best

advantage, was ,accurate, and was a clear thinker.

Besides Edward, there is a boy of about three years

Edward's senior. The mother, a former grade teacher, under

stood tb! problems of the beginning child in school; she

attended the lB mothers' meetings, took part in the school's

"Study Group," and info med herself, generally, as to the

school's activities and how she could coopers. te in the in

terests of her boys. She is a very attractive person and

an inspira tion to her family.

The father has charge of a. department at the Quaker

Maid plant. His inte rest in the boys' success at school is

equally shared with the mother, and the home was a congenial

62

42 pounds

42 inches

WEIGHT:

HEIGHT:
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however, did not spoil him because of his home training.

Socially, $dward was friendly and well liked, and he was

a leader. He was mentally ale rt and physically sound.

Throughout the f:i,rst two years of school he earned

superior grades. His second-grade teacher offered this
,

comment: "He is a ve ry des irable st:!lden t; is obedient to

the group rules; is truthful, prompt, courteous, and help

ful. He is quiet, always does excellent work; finishes

what he begins and rmkes good us e of time; works independ-.

ently. Children go to him for help and he helps gladly.

He is immaculate and every trait shown is desirable. He

loves to read; chooses good companions; is in the band and

attracts attention but this doesn't spoil him; enjoys school

life and Shows fine qualities of citizenship."

At the close of the school year, Edward was wholly.

and happily adjusted to his environment.

NAME: Emil

GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 71 months

MENTAL AGE: 72 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOT lENT: 101

WEIGHT: 73 pounds

HEIGHT: 48.5 inches
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-Emil was ~ happy-go-lucky and overgrown child. He

was delibe'rate in movement and a sound thinker. He had a

keen sense of justice, was unsel:fish, and liked people. He

made friends without effort. He was:Lloyal and dependable.

He enjoyed most of all to work with tools. He expressed

one day a wish ~'to grow up, own a wo-rkshop, and weld things."

Emil Was an only child of middle-aged parents who

were dependable, thrifty, and substantial. The father was

a':ci ty mail carrier, and both par,ents were equally inter- .

ested in Emil's welfare at home and at school. The home

was a congenial one and just-the type in which to rear fu

ture citizens. Emil had his own room, where he invited play

mates and worked out original ideas. He enjoyed also work

ing in the garden wi th his father, doing errands for his

mother, and romping wi th "Skippy," his "dog. He had been

given simple home re~pomsibilities which he was expected to

perform; he attended the little communi ty church and took

his place naturally and with reverence. He would relate

sometimes on Monday the stor ies he had listened to at Sunday"

School the day be fore.

The teacher spe nt a very pleasant hour in Emil's home,

at his urgent invitation. Although his mother visited the

school and attended the: mothers' meetings and all special

·oceas ions as well. as tIs< Mothers' StUdy Group, yet the
I

teacher's call in the home gave Emil a sense of deep



He earned SUbstantial grades during the first two

seme ate ra 0 f the first ye ar • The following comments are

i those of his second-grade teacher: "Qui te a character: His

I overweight causes him to be slow in movement. He doesn't
'I
~ seem to be annoyed or sensitive to his size, although the

11 childr-en will say something about it. Quite a talker, makes
I
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satisfaction which persisted from that day on.

Emotionally, Emil was even-tempered, practical, and

well-poised. He was socially well adapted and treated all

the children of the group wi,th due respect but chose his

friends more care fUlly than the ordinary child of _::':hisT~; age.

His genial disposition and his keen -sense of fairness won for

him the respect and admiration of the group. He was not

especially fond of reading books, but enjoyed more to think

through situations and to put his ideas into practice. He

had fo_nned early the habit of finishing What he started.

One day, he remarked in his droll fashion: "It seems like

people a re always starting things the y don't finish," and

th.is careless habit he seemed to avoid.

no difference if he interrupts or not. Talks to neighbors

a great deal. Depends somewhat on others, even though he

can do it. Desires no extra attention other than wanting to

talk. Friendly, cheerful. and willing to share; truthful,

and very clean. Nice ch ild to work wi th."
"
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NAME : Naric y

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 75 months

MENTAL AGE: 82 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 10,9

WEIGHT: 49 pounds

HEIGHT: 50 inches

Nancy was a child pf native charm and striking per

sonalit y. She was unusually strong pp.ys ically, but during

the second semester she suffered a severe attack of pneumonia

and shortly upon recovery had a light attack of scarlet fever.

However, she recuperated readily from this second illness, r~

turned to school, and succeeded in catching up with the group.

,Emotionally, Nancy was very sensitive, worried for fear

of failure, would cry out When angered, which fact, according

to her mother, rarely ever occurred; and never did the outcry

develap into a temper tantrum. Nancy was always considerate

of others, was unselfish and loveable, but was capable of

standing up for ,her rights. She enjoyed playing stories and

enjoyed her playmates--girls and boys alike. She was espe

c.ially fond of children older than herself. She possessed

an unusual sense of fairness and justice and was a favorite

with the group of her own age because of her animated,
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vivacious disposition and gracious manner.

NAME: Nick

GRADE: IB
"

Company of Terre Haute. The mother, a woman of unusual

native charm and ability, was aware of Nancy's needs and

Nanoy was the older of two girls. She was almost

four years older than her sister. The father held a posi

tion in the office of tl:e Columbian Enameling and Stamping

understood her interests in a way that enabled her to

assist the teacher in helping Nancy to overcome tendencie s

which might later become a handic~p to desirable personality

growth.

By the close of the school year in June, 1941, Nancy

had made successful adaptations, emotionally and socially.

She had regained her sturdy physical health and stood at

the top of her c.lass in mental.. achievemen t, thus having de-

veloped a Wholesome personality of the second-grade level.

Her second-grade teacher commented at the c lose of

the 2B semester: "Nancy is a good stUdent; is lively, cheer-

fUl, and friendlyo She is a leader, is helpfUl, courteous,

truthful, and clean; willingly and gladly works wi th others;

works independently and qUickly; enjoys school and all con

nected ,with it and shows fine citizenship traits."
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.CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 85 mon ths

MEN,TAL .AGE: 93 mon ths.

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 109

WE I GHT : 48 po unds

HEIGHT: 46.2 inches

Nick was.repeat·ing the IE grade and had been trans-

ferred to this IE group under discussion. He was a handsome,

attractive, and wide-awake child of Italian parents. Very

little English was spoken ~n the home up to this time. The

-parents' had migrated from Italy and c:ontinued speaking the

mother tongue, since they had settled in a community of

foreign-born people.

Nick had three older brothers and a younger sister,

the latter of whom he seemed especially fond. The father

and mother cordially welc omed the teache r into the ir humble

home. They were interested and interesting. The father was

sometimes employed on the W. P. A. but was for the greater

part of the time out of mrk. In spite of precarious eco

nomic conditions, however, the family seemed to enjoy life

together playing games, listening to the radio, and sharing

with each other their experiences of the. day. Nick enjoyed,

for instance, telling stories to his father, who, in turn,

enjoyed tl:e. stories. Nick's father had a garden, and both

en.Joyed working in the garden. Nick enjoyed the well-kept
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pet cat for whose care, according to his mother, he felt

the responsibility. His hobby was airplanes, and he ex

pre sse d tlE wish to become a pilot. The: IIJ:) ther spoke

English with difficulty, but she had an affable manner,

was eager to cooperate, and was appreciative of Nick's

progress and interest in school.

In reality, Nick was not repeating the IB grade; he

f simply required time to learn the English language so that
r I

H
~j he could acquire a first-grade re~diness. His firs t IB

I teacher characterized Nick aa a child of fine pe raonality

traits. The succeeding IB teacher can characterize Nic.k

as a child with a loveable disposi tion, honest, and eager

to learn. He improved steadily, and during the IA grade he

progressed rapidly and waS promoted into the 2B with superior

grades. His second-grade teacher became very fond of Nick

and commended him highly for his s plendid attitude and good

work habi ts.

NAMB: Wayne

GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: '72 months

MENTAL AGE: 64 months

INTELL IGENCE .Q,UOTIENT: 88,-
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WEIGHT: 40 pounds

HEIGHT: 44 inches

In the beginning, Wayne seemed flighty, immature,

and unc.ertain. He ~scareless in conduct as well as in his

personal habits. However, when Wayne understood how a group

wo rked and played together, he gradually be came more coope r-

ative. In a few weeks he became especially interested in a

building enterprise and subordinated his individual desires

to the vr.el fare of the group.

Wayne was the youngest of a family of five children.

He had two older bra thers and two olde r siste rs. The ten-

year-old sister, especially, seemed concerned as to Wayne's.

progress in school. She came often to inquire how he was

"getting along."

The 'father had a substantial job with the railroad

and prOVided well for the family. The mother was interested

in Wayne's success and attended t:m lE mothers' meetings, the

"Study Group," and frequen tly a ther special occasions of the

school.

Wayne enjoyed the family dog and games with children

of his own age. He helped his mother in the hone and became

very much interested in school activities. Through interest

in his WJrk, Wayne became fB.irly vr.ell balanced, acquired a

se,nse of fairness, and developed a desirable attitude toward
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school activities, the children, and his work. If Wayne

lacked in Borje q-qalities of a successful student, he made

up for them through an atti tude of persistence and good

wo rk habi ts •

Considering the undesiraple traits which handicapped

Wayne's progress in the beginning, ~he second-grade teacher's

comments indicate a decided improvement. She said concerning

Wayne at the close of the 2B grade: "Very good student; very

much alive and interested in ever.ything. Participa. tes in and

contributes to discussions. Always has something to' tell that

happened or that he saw outside of school. Sometimes he does

not consider others when he has~,something to say. At times

he does not wait his tur.n for attention. Sometimes discipline

needs to be applied to him, since he fails to discipline him

self. He observes most of the laws mad,e by the group. He

usually is courteous, prompt, and finishes correctly What he

has started. He comes clean in the morning but some times

becomes untidy before day is over. He still desires more

than his share of attention." At the c lose of the school in

June Wayne had made steady improvement in personality traits.

He was a loveable child with an appealing express ion, was

cordial, friendly, and was making an honest effort to work,

play. and live with the group with its general welfare upper

most in his mind.
"
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-. Case XIV.

NAME: Shirley

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 70 months

MENTAL AGE: 81 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: IIp

WEIGHT: 44 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 inches

.At the time Shirley took the test she had been in

school for several weeks; consequently the test may not

fairly represent her mental age. Shirley ente red school

five' weeks late from another school s~tem. She was de

didedly flighty; seemed bright but was at times dreamy and

inattentive. There were three things which seemed definite

factors contributing to this condition. In the first place

the mother had recently remarr-ied, thus creating a new home

environment to which Shirley bad to adapt; secondly, the

change. from one school system to another after a five-weeks' .

intermission demanded social and emotional re-adjustment;

then, too, Shirley was decidedly handicapped by impaired

health due to extremely bad and enlarged tonsils and ade

noids.

Shirley had no brother or sister, but she had many
"

toys and. a pet eatl She seemed fond of her new "daddy" who
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appeare-d interested in Shirley's welfare. The mother under-'

stood ShirJ,:ey's problems and expressed the belief that when

the physical ailment was removed, Shirley would improve.

In spite of her handicaps J Shirle y did the IB work

very satisfactorily except in personal habi ts. Although

Shirley was capable, she was annoying. She seemed. unable

to cooperate and disregarded the r'ules of the group most of

the time. She contracted colds easily and they made breath-

ing difficul t at times. However, ,she was absent only two

days during the time she w~s in the IB grade.

Shirley was promoted to the IA and 2B room, and the

teacher made this comment: "Bright, but flighty, health be

low par, but during the second y~ar this difficulty was re

moved. Splendid home cooperation, Junior Primary training

and heal th correction :resul ted in very satisfactory IA and

2B work .. " At the close of the 2A work Shirley showed signs

of self-control, was well liked by her playmates, and spar

kled with good health and success. He r2A teacher commended

her ve ry highly as posse ss ing goo d traits of ci tizenship.

NAME: Albert

GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 78 months

MENTAL AGE: 73 months
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INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 93

WEIGHT: 45 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 3/4 inches

Albert was the enigma of the entire group. He was

immaculate, sober, aloof, and often sulky; he seldom smiled,

but when he did he was winsome and. appealing. Usually, he

appeared evasive and suppressed. He had an artistic temper

ament and keenly enjoyed drawing, at which he was especially

capable. Colors fascinated him, and he enjoyed beautiful

pictures and colorful designs. However, he Was indifferent

to the activities which the others enjoyed and did not even

care for the games the children liked. He showed. little de-

sire to participate in group or indi~idual projects.

A medical examination showed no serious defects phys

ically. Emotionally, however, Albert was phlegmatic, and

socially, he was indifferent and wished to be alone. Men

tally, he seemed capable of doing IE work, but because of

some emotional maladjustment he did not adapt successfully

Early in the term the mother came to school in re-

sponse to an urgent invi tati on. She was s, re fined 1 i ttl e

woman but seemed reticent and restrained. She would be

glad to cooperate if she could, but she seemed helpless.

The father was employed at the Rolling Mill but was often

ou~ of work for long pe riods at a time. He came once to
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visit the school and seemed eager to cooperate but unable

to furnish, 'helpful da ta or suggestions.

Albert had one brother, a twenty-one-months old baby

r to whom he seemed indifferent. He had no pets, not many

toys, and he seldom went away from home, not even to church

since the parents, of Catholic faith, had become non-attendant.

The home was located near the school, and the teacher often

was given an opportunity fer casual contact; yet in spite of

the mother's interest in Albert's ,success, the teacher was'

unable to gain helpful information concerning Albert's prog-

lems.

By the close of the lB grade he had taken up a new

interest; he enjoyed stories and would sometimes volunteer

to re tell a story which was always enjoyed by the teacher and

children. He was promoted with the group to lA but was sl~w

and uninterested in the building of a conceptual background,

an essential to reading readiness. He definitely evaded word

or reading concepts in any form and refused to become inter-

ested. _ He was by this time adjusting himself socially through

his ability to draw and to dramatize stories. The children

expressed approval of the fine work Albert did, and this

gradually established self-confidence, a trait sorely needed

by him. The teacher, st ill reluc tant to have Al bert feel a

sense of failure, sent him to the second grade on condition

i: tha.t he make suacessful adaptation. At the close of the 2B
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grade his teacher made the following comment: "Peculiar

characteristics; loves art and is very artistic, dreamy;

has very good ideas of oitiz enship but does no t carry them

out; does not respect the rules of the group nor help others;

does not participate satisfactorily; lacks self-control and

ability to finish what he has begun •. He is especially clean

but wastes time and is sometimes discourteous."

.Failure to be promoted to the 2A grade with the others

did not seem to arouse Albert to ~ sense of his responsibil

ities, but when a warning ~as sent home that the teacher was

about ready to retain Albert for the second time in the sec-

ond grade, the father came to discuss the situation with the

teacher. She had left the bUilding, however, and it was by

chance that the IE tea.cher gathered the information she had

needed in the beginning.

·Th~ father seemed somewhat emotionally upset and

frankly told what· he believed to have handicapped Albert from

the start. When Albert was about four and a half years of

age the parents lost a baby boy, sixteen months old. At that

time they allowed Albert all the atten tion and freedom he

wished. Later, however, when the father realized that stric- .

ter discipline was necessary, Albert rebelled and became

stubborn. "Severe discipline" Was administered as the

father expressed it. Then, having time on his hands, the
'f

father decided to teach Albert reading before he entered
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school. The methods utilized upset Albert and tended to

set up emo:t:ional conditions which hindered school progress.

The father analyzed his own case and was ready to cooperate

in any way the school advised, for Albert was rapidly be-

coming a discipline problem in the home.

When the parents and the teacher had a frank under

standing, there was a noticeable difference in the appear

ance and attitude of Albert. He had a happier and less

strained expression. It is yet tao early to predict the

outcome, but the second-grade teacher has a more hopeful

attitude toward the whole situation.

NAME: Bobby

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 72 months

MENTAL AGE: 72 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 100

-WEIGHT: 48 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 inches

Bobby was an attractive child with sparkling black

eyes and pleasant features. He was a leader and a fine

little citizen. He controlled himself through his genuine

sense of justice and fairness. He was congenial and a good
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thinker~ He had become very fond of a boy of another school'

whom he called "Skipper." He and this pal, who was three

years BObby's senior, had interesting times together. They

:r "dug caves" and took hikes after school hours ~ This attach-

~
i
!
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ment for an older boy may have accounted for his patroniz

ing attitude at times toward the boys. of his own age.

Emotionally, Bobby was self-controlled and well

balanced. He had a fine sense of humor; he enjoyed vigorous

games and gladly took as well as g~ve. Socially, he was a·

leader and made friends easily. He was mentally keen and

physically sound.

Bobby was the third of a family of four children. He

had an older brother of whom he was very proud. He had an

older sister Whom he liked and a younger one whom he seemed

to ignore completely. His fa ther was regularly employed with

the Public Service Gompany and the home appeared well-furnished

and comfortable. The mother enjoyed her home and family, but

outside of them she seemed to have few interests.

~obby attended church regularly with his older sister;

he enjoyed the radio, the three· pet kittens, and his numerous

toys. Of the toys, he especially liked trains. trucks, and

fire engines; he said he hoped to be a fireman.

The family life seemed to be a congenial one; the

mother and daddy told stories and enjoyed listening to

stories; the big sister plB¥ed tbe piano; they all sang or
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on him but he seemed unable to subordinate his outside in-

NAME: Wratha"

played games; and al~ enjoyed the garden. Bobby earned

substantial' grades at the close of the school year but out

s ide interests and "Skipper" se erne d to have ove rbalanced his

school interests dur ing ilie next year.

His second-grade teacher said: "Real~y a very loveable

child but seemed more interested outside school than in. Had

a "pal" older--inclined to pretend' he ha,d headache, or stom

ach ache at school time. Would stay out of school. Had wide

knowledge about many things but wasn't interested in helping

to help himself in the tas~s others were doing in his class.

I feel that I failed to appeal to him and to guide him

rightly. He was never a discipline problem, always pleasant

when I talked about any personal habits or work habits. He

never held grudge. I feel that I failed with this child in

that I did not get in touch with his parents and wo rk with'

them and through them. All the social traits worked on in

the Junior Primary (lB) seemed to have made an impression

terest~ to his social learnings."

At the end of the 2A grade in June, 1941, Bobby was

enthusiastic and interested in 1 ire about him. He was 'men-

tally alert and physically strong.
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GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 78 months

MENTAL AGE: 66 months

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 84

WEIGHT: 41 pounds

HEIGHT: 42 inches

Wretha was a little girl of shy, timid, and non

descript appearance. But after a few days she became in

terested in her surroundings; she was appreciative of

friendliness shown her aJ. though she he rself lacked ini tia-

tive to make friends readily and was sometimes overlooke d.

Her home background was uncertain; the relatives in

charge were uncooperative and had an aggressive attitude.

There were two older brothers in other homes and one older

sister who shared the home with Wretha. At the beginning of

the school Wre tha had no pets, few toys, and no sui table

playmates; the older sister was several years her senior.

The teacher called early at the home, but the usual
-

cordial welcome was lacking. The relative was aggressive

and unapproachable at first; however she seemed less an-

tagonistic at the close of the visit. Although not much

direct infozmation was obtained, the teacher gained a help

ful insight into the needs of tm Ii ttle girl who had just

entered school.
"
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Wretha was pale and inclined to be nervous; yet she

was absent 'only one and one-half days of school. A physical

examina tion revea.le d no eye or ear defec t, and later her

general heal th seemed to improve as she became interested in

school activities. Emotionally and socially, she needed

adjustment which came gradually as she worked and played

wi th the group. Wretha plodded patiently wi th self-assigned

tasks; she was never idle and was always eager to please.

At the close of the first semester she had acquired

good w~rk habits although .she progressed slowly. At the

close of the lA grade Wretha had adjusted fairly well so~

cially and was becoming emotionally stable.

During the second year, Wretha showed the same traits

of patience and desire to do her oork. She worked qUietly

but thoroughly. At the close of the second year, in June,'

1941, Wre tha had acquired interes ts· at home as well as in

school. She had a pet dog and a pet rabbit; she had many

toys; she enjoyed helping in the home and had become a regu

lar attendant at Sunday Schooili, which she enjoyed very much,

also.

Wretha was sloWly but surely developing personality

traits and habits which afforded her a sense of security and

happiness. It was a pleasure to observe the progress made

by one who had been so timid, shy, and uncertain.
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Case XVIII.

NAME: Wanda

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 68 months

MENTAL AGE: 60 manths

INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 88

WEIGHT: 45 pounds

HEIGHT: 46 inches

Wanda was pale a..nd nervous; she seemed undernourished

or ill. She was listless, inattentive, and inactive. Her

attendance was irregular on account of what the parents

thought was a "run down condition." After several weeks of

absence on ace aunt of searle t fe ve r, the mo ther did not

cooperate in furnishing a health c·ertificate for Wanda's re

entrance into school. Later a ~ rmi t was furnished by the

school.

On account of unfavorable reports concerning the home

and Wanda's negative attitude, the teacher thought that in

order to 1JVO rk intell igently and effec tively wi th the child,

a v.isi t to the home would be neaessary since the mother did

not visit the school. So upon Wanda'~,reentrance the teacher

accompanied the little girl home. The way to the home was

long and rough. There we re no walks, and the paths were
"

crooked and unSightly. In that section of the city the



greeting and graciously cooperated-in furnishing data con

cerning the family in general.

Wanda was the sixth of seven children. The oldest

from one of the hospitals in the city. The third child, a

daughter, had a very good job with one of ,the local stores.

The fourth child, a boy, was enrolled in Deming School and

child, a boy, had attended Deming School, had become a

discipline problem, had ,run away from home, but recently

had returned. The second child, a daughter, was at the

time in nurse's training and is at this time graduating
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Wand a.' s home was una t trac t i ve'

'.

houses were bare and bleak.

and in sad need,of paint and general repairs; the location

was dreary and drab. However, a pleasant surprise awaited

the teacher. The home inside was neat, cle'an, and cheerful;

the mo the r, a neat and pleasant woman, extended a cordial

acco rding to his teache rs waS rapidly deV'eloping in to a

discipline problem on account of the type of company he

chose. No account of the fifth child was given, but the

little girl younger than Wanda seemed alert, active, and

interest ing. In gene ral, the family's eemed congenial and

SUfficiently provided for in spite of the meage r wages

earned by the fathe r, who was employed at the Malleable Iron

Works.

Both parents were graduates of grade school and were
"

making an effort to send the children to hi~ school. The
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gener-al health of the family seemed above ave rage and the .1

home atm9sphere seemed conducive to normal development of

its members.

In discussing the various characteristics of the dif

ferent children the mother described Wanda as a child who

;. "just didn't need discipling." She was unselfish and al-
l

! ways eager to help any member of the family. These same

traits seemed to characterize her in her school life. The

tendency of persistent determin~tion seemed quite poss i ble

to compensate for quali tie s W1 ich may have been lacking.

One of the most vital facts learned during the visit

with the mother was the discoverylby the parents that the

listlessness and nervousness shown by Wanda at the beginning

of the school were due, in part, to worry on account of her

favorite sister's stay in the hospital during her training

perio.d.

Since the child worried quietly and no one had sus

pected it, no explanation was made and no understanding was

shown. This, then, had been partially the cause of the "run

down" condition. ~fuen the child understood and the handicap

was removed, Wanda became a different child. She became

keen and alert; her expression changed from one of anxiety

to one of interest, and she was a happy, contented child.

She was promoted with quite average grades into the

iA group in the Same room. At the latter part of the lA
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grade <a decided improvement was seen. However, at the be-·'

ginning of the second grade Wanda did not adjust as readily

as did the majority of the group. But at the end of the 2B

grade in January, 1941, the teacher was able to nake the

following comment : "A happy dis pos it ion; enjoys school;

good mixer; friendly. At first did-not apply herself to

her work, more concerned with what was going on about her.

Loves to read; can work independently in reading. Is al

ways taking books home; is truthful, courteous, prompt, and

willing to help others." ,

At the close of the school year in June, Wanda played

one of the leading parts in the primary assembly which was

presented before a large group of patrons; she did her plrt

especially well. This and her reactions in general showed

that Wanda was making satisfactory personality growth.

NAME: Edward

GRADE: lB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 74 months

MENTAL AGE: 74 months

Il~TELLIGENCE QUOTIENT: 100

WEIGHT: 40 pounds

HEIGHT: 42 inches
"
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tionally, he was genial, usually well-poised, but sometimes

serious. He assumed responsibility-honestly and possessed

a keen sense of fairness and humor.

NAME: David"

.. He and his mo the r were "pals." He had a younger

sister of whom he wa.s especiallY,fond end for Whose welfare

he seemed to feel a sense. of responsibili ty. His father was

Edward was a pleasant little chap, inquisitive and

interesting. His genial expression and friendly manner

made him, at once, a favorite with the group. He was phys

ically sound, mentally alert, and socially adaptable. emo-

regularly employed with the W. P. A. Edward had a dog; he

attended Sunday School regularly; he enjoyed the radio; and

he was interested in the garden.

Edward made substantial grades during the first se-

mester and was promoted to the second grade with a superiur

record. At the close of the first year he was transferred

to one of the city schools. From this school his second

grade teacher made the following c omrren t: "Edward is an in

teresting child; he is a good thinker; he can work independ

ently; he is naturel; he posse sses traits of Ie adership; he

is qUick and alert; and he promises to become a very fine

student."

,

!1
11
II
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GRADE: IB

CHRONOLOGICAL AGE: 79 months

MENTAL AGE: 75 months

INTELLIGENCE Q.UOTIBNT: 95

WEIGHT: 40 pounds

HEIGHT: 42 inches

David was a beautiful child in appearance and in

character. He possessed one of the most genial dispositions

of the entire group. He was quick but a bit inclined to be

impatient with those of slower movements and abilities.

Usually, however, he was tolerant of others' opinions and

was willing to take his turn. During the first few days of

school David seemed to be in a state of wonderment; some

times he seemed confused and said little. However, when the

building activities were introduced, David immediately took

his rightful place and became a leader. His business-like

manner and wealth of ideas won the respect of the entire

group and everyone was fond of him.

David was the oldest of four children. He had two

younger sisters and a baby brother, Bobby. At home he en

joyed games with these children; he had a dog, "Tricks,"

and enough toys of which the tricycle and wagon were the

favorites. According to his mother, David assumed home re

sponsibili ties such as sweeping thepor ch , helping mop, and

keeping the playroom in 0 rder •
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The father was in partnership with his father in a

small barper shop. Strict economy was necessary in the

little home, but the family had good times together. The

father was a "pal" with the children and enjoyed games and

stories with them. According to David, the father was

espe cially interes ted in the dramatization 0 f stories David

told at home after he had heard them at school. Both parents

were diminutive in size; both shared the family responsibil-

ities and interests.

Socially, David was a favorite at school and. this did

not spoil him, neither did he demand more than his share of

attention. The group recognized his traits of leadership

and gladly followed his suggestions, at times, into various

enterprise s •

In the beginning, re ading did not in terest him as .

such, but when he felt a definite desire to read he did it

in the same capable manner that had charamterized his other

activities.

The comment of his second-grade teacher follows: "A

very loveable child. Had an acc i dent to one eye and lost the

sight of it. This sho,cked his ne rvous sJStem and it took

time for him to adjust himself. Never did he s how an unde

sirable trait. Always cheerfUl, willing, and trying. Never

tried to get more than his share of attention; was truthfUl,

courteous, prompt, B.nd saw the funny side of life. He was
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friendly, welf-disciplined, clean, and made good u.se of

time; deve'loped a close friendship with another boy of

fine pe rsonal traits; loved re ading and worke d independ

ently in all activities, especially dramatization. Often

remarks, 'I just love school. It seems as if we just got

here~' Fine citizen; when he finishes his work he finds

sometning else to do."

At the close of the school year in June David, in

spite of his physical handicap, ~as keenly alert and in

terested, emotionally well-poised, and even stoic in regard

to himself. Socially, he was a leader, and physically, he

was grCJN ing stronger.

II. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

If normal adjustment of the child is to be made so

that maximum personality development may be realized, the

environment must be conducive and challenging to that proc

ess of adjustment. In other words, the equipment and mate

rials-which make up the environment must be suitable to the

child's needs and interests. In fact, it may be said that

the equipment andsuppiliies of a schoolroom reflect the edu

cational aim of that school, a statement easily exemplified

within the writer's own experience. One can readily recall

the stationary desks and ~see:1t:s of uniform size, the high
"

shiny blackboards, and the unattractive, poorly ventilated,
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and improperly lighted schoolrooms of three decades ago

which served the schools at a time when the chief aim of

education for the primary grades was to learn to read;

then, with the changing educational aim the schoolroom en

vironment, consisting partly of equipment and supplies, be

gan to change accordingly. Today, the unattractive, meagerly

equipped, and poorly supplied schoo lroom has given way to

comfortable and homelike rooms equipped and supplied with

materials selected. as suitable an~ challenging factors in

an environment conducive ~o personality growth.

The following outline is designed to indicate the

types of equipment and supplies included in the schoolroom

environment of the group of children wi th whi ch this report

is concerned.

EqUipment and Supplies

I. Equipment

A. Playground

1. Balls

a. Foot balls

b. Baske t balls

c. Rubber balls

d. Tennis balls

e. Bats and balls

2. Ropes
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a. Skipping rope

b • Jumping ropes for groups

3. Bean bags

B. Construction

1. Blocks

a. Wooden blocks of various sizes and shapes

b. Patty Hill buil ding blocks

2. Boxes

a. Cardboard

b. Wooden

3. Orange cra tes

4. Toys

a. Mechanical toys

b. Construction materials

c. Wooden blocks
!

:1 d. Hobby horses,

e. Playroom

f. Dolls, etc.

5. Tools

6. Easel

7. Work tables

8. Supply cabinets

9. Play costumes
,- 10. Floor brush

11. Dust pan



12. Plant boxes

13. Sewing kits

14. Games

15. Flags

16. Duplicato TS

17. Lan te rn slid.es

18. Music instruments

C. Read.ing

1. Tables

2. Chairs

3. Books

4. Pictures

5. Bookcases

6. Charts (wall)

7. Card holders

8. Games

9. Book holds rs

Supplies

A. Construction

1. Paper of various sizes and colors

2. Colored chalk

3. Paint

a. Calcimine

b. House

4. Ply wood



which is another es~~ntial factor of the room equipment. This

schedule is flexible and rotates daily according to the needs
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III. MINOR ACTIVITIES

\

5. ·Pressed wood

'6. Lumber

7. Boxes

8. Nails

9. Tacks

10. Muslin oilcloth

Reading

1. Hectograph copies

2. Word cards

3. Work books

4. Color books

5. Chart paper

On p. 94 is presented the schedule of daily activities

B.

C• Cage s for pe ts and inse c ts

of the group.

Throughout the year, certain activities constantly

correlated and suppil'emented the major activi ties, which will

be discussed later. These correlating activities are by no

means of minor importance in furthering the educational aim

as the name might sug@6st, but because of their transitory.,



SCHEDULE OF DAILY ACTIVITIES

Dismis sal
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Friday

Ready for
dismissal

Work dis
cussed

Games
Music
Rest Period

Chart build
ing

Word Games

Science
Nature stUdy

New books
Pictures

Penmanship
Songs
Poems

Drawing
Modeling
Construction

Thursday

Free period

Music
Songs
Conve rsation

Work plan
ned for
tomorrow

Penmanship
or Discus
sion of Work

Games
Music
Rest Period
Science
Nature StUdy

Construction
Drawing
Modeling

Wednesday

Chart build
ing

Word concepts

Recess

New books
Picture study
Social study
Drawing
Modeling
Cons truc t ion
Discussion

of
Work

Games
Music-Rest
Free Period
Penmanship
Poems

Lunch

Discussion
of work

Plans for
next day

Tuesday

Games
Music
Rest Period

Storie s or
Dramatiza

tion

Ready for
dismissal

Discussion

Penmanship
or

Music

Science
Nature Study
Construction

Conversation
Drawing

Free period

Monday

Free perio d

Games
Rest Period

Science
Nature

Study

Discussion
or

Penmanship

Charts
Word con

cepts

Conversation
Rhymes
Songs -Poe ms

Work dis
cussed

Plans for
tomorrow

Time

3:15

2:15

8:15

8:45

9:30

9:45

3:00

1:15

11:30

10:30

;:"',1",,-,.1 .r;- I, i.,_ I •. '••
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nature -they are known as such. Below is a partial list of

the minor activities and their aims that took place during

the teaching period under discuss ion.

I. Types of minor activities

A. for orienting the child to the schoolroom

environment

1. by observing the var ious objects in that

environment

2. by becoming acquainted with each other

a. thr.ough introducing themselves

b. through learning the names of the

other children

c. through games

B. for developing essential traits such as

1. ini tiati \"8

a. by providing free periods for the

practice of individual and group en-

terprisea

b. by encouraging self-expression through

(I) conversation

(II) discussion

(III) art

(IV) dramatics, etc.

c. by creating desires

(1) to understand things



responsible, such as caring for

c. for participation in group liVing, such as,

a. th rough so c ia1 a d jus tmen t

b. by thinking through situations common

96
Ito use various means of expres-

sion

( II)

(III) to retell stories

(IV) to dramatize

(V) to read

(I) equipment

( I I) supplies

( III) pets

( IV) flowe rs and plants, etc.

2. self-reliance

a. by constant encouragemen t of hone st

effort in any activi ty

b. by oral se,lf-express ion

o. thrOUgh sooial situations

d. through solving immediate personal

and group prob lems

3. responsibility

a. by giving each ohild a certain daily

routine task for \IIh ich only he is

1. cooperating toward an increasin@ly better

group life
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to the group

c. through a desire on the part of the

group to work toward the welfare of

the entire group

D. for developing creative self-expression through

the use

1. of suggestions

a. by group

b. by teacher

2. of eoncrete examples such as

a. pictures to get concepts

(I) of bUilding

(II) of design, drawing, etc.

(III) of construction

b. literary patterns such as

( I) rhymes

( II) poems

( III) songs

( IV) stories, e te.

3. of opportunities to exercise manual

abi1i ties

4. of opportunity to acquire information

a. through listening

b. through expression of reactions

c. thrOUgh asking questions
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d. through discuSsions

5. of opportunity to think through prop

lems

a. by teacher guidance

b. by actual attempts to create

E. for developing at~itudes toward changes

1. through comparison of various situations

2. through contrasting of various situations

3. through discussion of various situations

4. through jUdging

F. for adjusting to changes

1. by understanding situations

2. by understanding the aim of working and

playing together

a. in the schoolroom

b. on the playground

c. in the horne

G. for developing attitudes of tolerance toward

others

1. by understanding conditions which control

conduct

2. by exercising the quality of tolerance

a. by welcoming every member of the group

into the group life
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b. by respecting the rights of each mem

ber o~ the group

Although minor activities serve to correlate and sup

plement the major activities throughout the year, their main

function during the orientation period of the child to school

is to instil in the indi,.. idual asens e of security in the new

environment into which he has suddenly been inducted. It is

imperative to the permanent future success of the child that

in the initial stage 0 f his school life he feel se cure in

the assurance that his teacher has faith in him and in his

ability to do things; that she is interested in his personal

success and welfare. He must feel, also, a. sense of friend-

liness toward the other members of the g,roup with which he

must learn to cooperate in living together toward an ever

increasingly successful group life. In other words, he must

feel a t home in his new environment and a t the same time

feel an interest in that environment. This interest inspires

confidence and self-reliance. These trai ts, in turn, leaa

directly into a desire to assume his share of responsibili ty

in making school life a helpful, happy experience.

At the same time that the child is adapting through

minor activities to his new environment, the teacher is

afforded the opportunity for makint(ne;c.es'sa~y'ob~elhr!lticil'ls
J, '. "

to de te rmine his pre sent st age of pe rs emal:i ti;y~ ,c.:$:v~.l,,':pJP.9nt.
. ,,':,,' " " , ' " ;". ':'

"At this level, the teacher will begin the process of gUiding
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the- individual through major school experiences designed'to

enable .him to make adaptations essential to maximum person-

ality maturity. These major school experiences are presented

by semester periods for convenience and to show gradual per-

sonality growth.

IV. MAJOR ACTIVITIES--FIRST SE~~STER

The following outline will indicate major activities

selected to aid in the personality de~elopment of the group

of children under discussion in this paper.

I. School trips

A. To help orient the child to school

B. To acquaint the child with his immediate

envir onmen t

C. To develop habits of

1. Ini tia tive

2. Self-reliance

3. Responsibility

4. Participation in group living

5. Cooperation toward a better group life

II. Construe tion

A. To provide exercises for the further de

velopment of tile habits of

1. Ini tis tive
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2. Self-reliance

3. Responsibility

4. Participation in group living

5. Cooperation toward a better group life

B. To provide opportunities for creative self-

expression through the development of

1. Individual ideas

2. Individual abilities

3. Problemati~ thinking

III. Other activities for the purpose of developing

right attitudes toward giving and receiving

The place of each activity was determined by the

immediate needs to be met. A cont~nuous correlating and

overlapping between the major and minor activities will be

found throughout the entixe program.

First seven weeks--school trips. Of the two important

phases of the major activity of "School Trips," the writer

c01].Sidered the need of orientati.on of first importance with

young children. Often the strahgeness and bigness of the

school building itself engende rs fear in the child jus t

entering school. Fear, a disintegrating factor to person-

ality development, must be guarded against from the be

ginning, and in its place must be substi tuted a feeling of
~ t security essential to wholesome growth. The child must
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develop early an attitude of self-reliance and confidence in

relation to his environment if the emotional aspect of the

individual is to grow nonnally. The first defini te and

essential need, then, is to develop sturdy qualities f~om

the beginning of school life.

In order to meet the need -of orienting the children

to their new environment and to acquaint th~m with their

immediate surroundings, six major school trips were made

during the first six weeks of the new school year.

A report of the~e first six trips and the purpose

of each is shown in the following outline:

I. An orientation trip

1. To acquaint the child with his immediate

surroundings

2. To make him 'feel at home in his new en

vironment

3. To eliminate the feeling of fear aroused by

the strangeness and the bigness of the school

bUilding

II. An excursion to locate and to understand the

functions

1. Of the school office

a. The pr inc ipal

b. The cle rk
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2. Of the advanced first-grade classroom whete

learning took place as to how

a. To welcome strangers

b. To appreciate good work habi ts

c. To behave toward others

d. To work together

3. Of the other classrooms

4. Of the music room where the group

a. Listened to different musical instruments

b. Was invi ted to share in the program

c. Observed courteous manners

5. Of the home economics room where the group

observed

a. People working together

b. Cleanliness and orderliness

( 1) In different rooms

(2) Of utens ils

(3) Of equipment

(4) Of work habits

6. Of the manual trB.ining shop where the group

observed

a. Boys making th ings

b. Pupils working togethe r and sharing

c. Courteous attitude toward each other

d. Orde rly arrangement of tools and equipment
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b. Where fuel was stored for winter

c. The room ventilation

ing the street safely

Where and how traffic boys helped in cross-

b. The attractiveness of the walls

to the welfare of the group

a. Why certain rules in passing mre neces-

e. Replacing of tools when used

7. Of the 1 ib rar y where th e group was

a. Greeted by the librarian

b.Told' the use of t:t.a library

c. Told how to handle and car e f or books

9. Of the basemen t where the group learned,

d. Told how to co.nduct oneself in the library

8. Of the nurse's room where the group obsenred

a. The cleanliness of the room and furniture

2.

sary, e. g., to keep to the r:1ght in

halls, on stairs, and in toilets

10. Of t:m gymnasium where the group observed

a. Equipment

b. Activi ties

11. Of the furnace room where the group saw

a. How the engineer and janitor contributed

III. A safety trip to understand

1. Where to play safely

"

t

!

I:



the duties of each, and to tell where each would be stationed

room to become acquainted with the beginners, to explain

In connection with this trip the traffic boys (boys

from the upper grades who had been chosen to help younger

children cross the stree ts safely) came to the first-grade

105.'

IV. A nature study tr ip to observe

1. The appearance of

a. Trees

b. Shrubs

c. Vines

d. Hedges

e. Cedars

f. Flowers

g. Leaves

h. Seed boxes, pods, she lIs, and balls

i. buds and grass

2. To identify

a. The oak

b. The maple

c. The tulip poplar

d. The sycamore

to help the children across the s tree ts safely. The begin

ners were asked to aSsume the responsibility necessary to

cooperate wi th these traffic "helpers."

"

I

·1
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e. ~he lombardy poplar

3. To observe seasonal chan~s shown by the

plants, the trees, the sky, the weather, etc.

V. A trip

1. To re-identify these objects

2. To observe seasonal changes in

a. Tree s

b. Flowers

c. Shrubs

d • Grass, e tc •

3. To recognize as many of the objects as

possible

4. To study seeds by gathering

a. Moss see ds

b. Rose hips

c. Acorns

d. Pods from poplar tree

e. Marigold fluffy seed pods

f. Sycamore balls

5. to gather leaves

a. To press to preserve

b. To mount for artistic designs

c. To label and mount for poster

d. To make leaf books

VI. A nature study trip



During the discussion period preceding each trip, the

purpose of the trip was explained as to

1. Where the trip was to be made

2. Why it was be ing made
"

"

1. To discove r

a. Grasshoppers

b. Beetles

c. Ants

d. Daddy long legs

e. Spiders

f. Worms

g., Caterpill ars

h. Praying mantis

i. BU~s

2. To identify these as to

a. Appearance

b. Size

c. Color

d. Shape

e. Cove ring

f. Parts

g. Habits

h. Characteristics

i. Value
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3. ~fuat to look for

~. How to make the trip successfully

This Is,st point, of course, involved standards of

conduct which, in tum, led to the formulation of rules set

up by the group. Such experiences served two purposes: (l)

they helped to orient the chil d too school, and (2) they

helped the teacher to gain an ins ight into and an under

standing of traits and characteristics of the group which

could hardly be obtained in a,more fonnal environment.' Such

experiences as these often indicated the level of personality

development that the child had attained. Since the teacher

must begin with the child where he is, the information gained

through school trips often determined for the teacher the

type of treatment essen tial for the individua.l child.

Following the trips the group came together to dis-

cuss their reactions as to

1. Where they had been

2. Why the trip had been ma<le

3. How they had been he Ipe d

4. Why they should like to make other trips, etc.

This discussion period afforded the child.ren oppor-'

tunities for clear thinking and self-expression, for ex

change of ideas, and for opportunities to wait their turn

while others were speaking. Through the discuss ion period

initiative and self-confidence were encouraged and developed.
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A sense of the usefulness 0 f sentence reading was be ing "

awakened. Sen tences recording the interest ing experi ence

were dictated by the children and written on the board by

the teacher. It is at this stage that the usefulness of

reading is introduced as a means of communicating to others

what has been enjoyed. The follQwing sentences illustrate

some of the, 'early reading charts:

We took a trip.

We wen t do wn t he hall.

We went dovvn stairs.

We enjoyed the trip.

Some trips were simply discussed; some were recalled

by the use of words printed on the board as the children re-

called what they had seen, e. g •• trees, flowers, grass, etc.

During this period of seven weeks it was not the pur

pose of the teacher to teach the mechanics of reading, but

to show that printed symbols stand for something that has

been enjoyed. The need for reading was awakened during this

early period through minor as well as major activities. In

fact, the opportunity presented itself quite often every day

for children to sense the importance of and the need for be~

ing able to read.

The school trips to observe the immediate environment

aroused interest in further nature stUdy was proved by the

" eagerness of the children to draw or ];8int the various flowers,
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trees, buds, etc., which they had seen. They used crayons

and col.ored chalk. Further e,~idence of this value were

shown by the many collections of bugs, worms, and insects

which they brought in for identification or for proof of

their haVing discovered something we had found on our trips.

It was always a point of interest. to note tha t every con

tainer had been carefully cleaned and wel+ ventilated before

being brought to school which fact always seemed to indicate

that the child had probably aroused interest in some one

else in helping to get the Specimen ready. During the en

tire first semester specimens that had been collected dur

ing the early part of the year were studied and discussed.

Often charts were made using the pictures drawn by some of

the group and the sentences compo.sed by the child who had

contributed the specimen. The praying mantis happened .to

be very popular at that -time, and the drawings were espe

cially interesting as lM'lre the sen tences m>rinted below.

Such minor experiences furnished variety and much reading

as they summarized related interesting reports, such as:

This is a praying mantis.

Bobby found him.

Se e his funny head.

See his folded "arms."

Another inte resting discovery for the children was

-'the various types of seed c.ontainers that the d iffe rent
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flowers, trees, and gra,sses furnished their seeds. All'

sizes, -;from the moss seed containers to the sycamore balls,

were found in our very near environment. The cocoon of the

caterpillar was another· source of wonde rand one that the

children never grew tired discussing. When they saw the

moth emerge from the cocoon one d~a,y in the spring, interest

was stimulated. They drew pictures; they sang about the

caterpillar and the cocoon; they dramatized the song and

read stories about the caterpillar and the butterfly. Such

experiences as these are not forgotten.

The interests aroused and the abilities developed

through the experiences provided by school trips were nec

essary for the mastery of reading mechanics later. The

ability to distinguish likenesses and differences in many

environmental objects carried over into the ability later

to see likenesses and. differences in word and sentence con

figuration. Qualities essential to functional reading such

ae ini tiati ve, self-reliance, and re sponeibili ty were de

veloped and important attitudes were established. Atti

tUdes toward group participation and cooperation, de,"eloped

through these experiences, became the basis for the devel

opment of the reading process later. The discussions pre

c,eding and :foll.owing the trip to get' acquainted wi th the

'Various school "hel.pere," the jani tors and the janitress,

" and ,with. the children in the other rooms led to the activity
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of making records by printing sentences dictated by the

children. This activity created a sense of reading use

fUlness; :i!t: re corded and preserved the account of pleas

ant experiences which could be recalled through reading.

Wholesome interest was st imulated toward school activities

when the group observed other children working together or

alone at var.ious types of interesting work. The cleanli

ness and orderliness of the various rooms observed c;reated

a desire in the group to be' clean and orderly about them

selves and about their room as a work shop; observation of

the various school people contributing to the welfare of

the entire school group awakened a sense of the value of

interdependence for their own welfare. The si tua tion of

the traffic boys who gave their time to help others cross

the streets safely helped to establish confidence and faith

in"o~hEtrs, and a desire to cooperate was evinced by the

wholehearted ''''ote to help the traffic boys by carefUlly

obeying the traffic 'rules •

The habit of observing change in all nature around

them tende d to deve lop in th e group a ri gh t a tt i tude toward

change, e. g., the ants make homes and store away food; the'

aquirrel stores away nuts in the hollow tree; the bugs, in

se cts, and animals in the ir own pe culiar way prepare for

winter. The changes in protective coloring in buds and in-

"sects aid in adapting children to the ne cess i ty of change
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and-help to-develop a right attitude toward it.

A discussion previewed each trip to gUide the chil

dren in their observations. Following each trip a dis

cussion merged the new experience with old experiences so

that real learning took place.

In other words, the aim of. the teacher was to create

a basis of apperception in order to develop personality and

to foster reading readiness. Thus, the major activity, school

trips, with its supplementary minor ones was used to me~t

the immediate needs and the inte res ts of the group; also, the

sequential nature of the activity provided media through

which the whole organism could interact with its environment,

thus making adaptation possible. The entire group ada,pted

by varying degrees. according to individual needs and in

terests. However, a few definite adaptations were made as

indicated by initiative, self-reliance, responsibility, and

participation in activities connected with the trips. Ex

amples of such adapta tions folloW'.

As an outgrowth of spe cimen observa tions included in

school trips, Dani2 became interested in insect collecting.

Through this interest, Dani radiated enthusiasm as he came'

bounding into the room one morning, holding up a glass jar

and exclaiming, "Look, Miss Whitaker, I think this is a

2 See Case V~, p. 55.
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garden spider: n The animated express ion indica ted that "

Dani had fo rgotten his former timi di ty by exerc is ing the

desirable traits of initiative, self-reliance, and respon

sibility in adapting ,through his interests.

Further observation of Dani's spider revealed the

bright shiny eyes and the beautiful coloring of which the

yellow band 'was the conspicioU8 part. When a discussion

arose concerning the number of legs the spider had, the

need for being able to count was felt, and an opportuni-ty

was provided for-number concept formation.

11arilyn3 ,discovered that the Spider had eight legs,

thereby participating worthily and exercising the traits of

ini tiative and self-reliance. The number "8" was written

on the board, now a symbol fUll of meaning and usefulness

because it represented sorm thing a bout which the children

wer~ interested.

Following the finding of the new spec imen, the

teacher suggested that some one might be e.ble to draw a

pi~ture of the spider. To this challenge the following

children responded: Helen,4 Roseann, 5 Albert,6 and Nancy.?

3 See Case VII, p. 5? •
4 See Case V, p. 53.
5 See Case III, p. 49.r

6 See Case 'XV, p. ?3.
" 7 See Case XI, p. 66."

:r
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At first, the drawings were small, cramped, and inaccurate;

so the .children reexamine d the specimen, and the teache r

demonstrated with long bold lines in the roomy space at the

disposal of t:oo "artists," and the second,' attempt showed de

cided improvement. Albert's picture was especially well

done, and at the suggestion of the teacher and the children

he made p~other one on paper twelve by eighteen inches so

that the group and others might enjoy it permanently.

The result was quite satisfactory, and Albert had

grown in initiative, self-reliance, and responsibility

through his ability to partioipate worthily.

Then, the drawing was carefully mounted at the top

of a brown piece o·f p:tper thirty-six by forty-six inches,

and under the picture was printed the s tory of Dani's

spider. This was a nature study "chart story," and Albert's

picture served as the illustration. The children dictated

the following sen tem es:

The Garden Spider

This is a garden spider.

Dani found it.

It has 8 lege.

See the yellow band.

Albert made the picture.

The children suggested the sentences in response to

" quest ions such as, "Wha t is this?" "Who found it?" "How



ested and enthusiastic when he came in contact With some-

able for further study, by those who, were interested. Through

the display and study of these pictures Wayne became inter-

di~cussed as to what it was, how it was made, and Why the

sp~ders made webs. During this discussion the black widow

spider was mentioned as being dangerous, for which reason
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"You wish people to see the ye1-many legs does it have?"

low band. How would you say it?" "Who made this picture?"

After the sentences were printed, the title was thought

out through response, to the question, "What is this story

about?" Edward,8 Nancy,9 Roseann,lO Betty,ll and Emil12

were the main contributors to this chart story, which was

hung on the-board to be reread' and enjoyed throughout the

first period of seven weeks.

Pictures of various kinds of spiders were made avail-

thing he had seen before. nOh, Teacher," he exclaimed,

with eyes beaming and with an intense eagerness, "I saw a

spider like this~" The picture that had attracted his -atten

tior,J. was one of peculiar beauty showing a large spio.er in

about the center of its beautiful web. The web was then

the decided it would be best to collect spiders only .'group

8 See Case IX, p. 61.
9 See Case XI. p. 66.

10 See Case III, p. 49.
" II. See Case II, p. 47.

12 See Case X, p. 63.

t

1
j
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when accompanied by an older person. Later, a fine speci

men of'.a black widow spider was brought in by an older

pupil. The deep red spot, the "hour glass" on the under

part of the body, was observed with special interest by

the entire group, even by those who were yet too inexpres

sive to participate audibly.

Wayne waS especially interested in the collection

of specimens, and according to his second-grade teacher,

his out-door interests still persist. This case is of,

special interest at this time because in the beginning,

Wayne was decidedly flighty, immature, and emotionally un

certain. But through an interest provided by the major

actiVity, school trips, he became sufficiently adapted to

cooperate will ingly and intell igently•. The interest carrie d

him through until he made very satisfactory adaptation ,a

short time later through a new interest. At the close of

the second year, according to the second-grade teacher,

Wayne was developing a capable and de s ir able pe rs onali ty.

Following the observations and discussions in con

nection with spiders, a group of pictures illustrating

Mother Goose rhymes was shown. The first among these to

be discussed was the attractive picture of "Little Miss

Muffet" and the spider which was of partiCUlar interest,

following the 0 bservations and discussions of spiders.

"
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spider.

;i
1lianyted.m1i:ta~···,S'ucQeesfulexperiences gave Jack the nee ded

lIS"

Nanoy, Betty, and Helen we re keenly interested because they

knewtl;ie "story about Miss Muffet, " consequently, they

volunteered eagerly to recite the rhyme. They stood with

eaSe 'and self-confidenc'e before the group' to share their

"story" with the others, thus, developing qualities of

adaptation through a personal int-erest.

Dramatization followed naturally at this time and

afforded needed physical exercise. The group of boys vo11.un

teered to "act as spiders" in ,order t a find out who could

"be the spider" in the, play. Jack was chosen as "the best

spider" by the girls Who had been "the audience."' Then,

the girls took their turn in the tryout to find out who

aouldbe "Miss Muffet." The boys decided that Marilyn

should be 'Miss Muffetbecauae "she looks like her." Con-

sequently, Marilyn immediately changed herself into a really

frightened Little Miss MUffet, and Jack became a stealthy

No ,part of the program's activities lent itself more

re~dily and effectively to personality development than did

the, dramatizing of familiar or appropriate rhymes and stories,

a~;'g., Jaak, at first shy and soc ially and emo tionally mal-'

adjusted," beamed with delight and abandon when the group

%lEf~cte~a: enthilsiastically to his success as a spider creep

:tnscslyliyc"upon';;unsuspec ting "Little Miss MUffet." This and

,
I,
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sel·f-confidence and emot ional belanc e, essential fac to rs' to

success.ful adaptation. In his re-living worthy character

traits of others he developed like traits, a fact verified

by his cheery countenance and ready social responses at

the close, of his second school year in June, 1941.

During the process of'Pers_onality development, music

activities ,.'including rhythm, rote singing, and appreciation

were involved and closely'related to the activities included

in dramatization. At this particular time the rhyme, "Little

Miss Muffet," which had been set to music, was sung by the

group wi th eagerne ss and spontane it y, thus prov iding a de-

lightful recreation and, at the same time, becoming a means

by which to dete rmine, to some extent, mus ic ability• With

the majority of the group, music was a definite'means of

adaptation because it was an experience Vlhic:h met the emo

tional needs and modified social interests through group

and individual participation and approval.

Thus far, it has been the aim of the writer to de

scribe the Whole child reacting to his environment in an

attempt to adjust successfully during the ini tial period of

seven weeks.

The environment, inclUding equipment, supplies, minor

and majo~ exp~riences, was substituted for reading as it was

taught When "to learn to read" was the sole aim of education

:' for tm- primary grades.



In the first place orientation to school was dis-)
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,"

Second six weeks--construction activities. The aims

of the second six-weeks r P3 riod were to provide exercise for

•.!, :

To accomplish these aims construction materials were

cussed 'as prere~uisite to successful adaptation, and orien

tation was made through the child r s becoming acquainted with

and understanding his new environment. Following this period

of orientation, interest in tm things of nature in the im

mediate surroundings was encouraged in an effort to develop

essential personality traits and to build up a conceptual

background necessary for reading readiness. The reading

process, itself, was delayed until maturation and readiness

warranted the activity; or, in other ~rds, until the pupils

sensed an urge sufficiently keen' to achieve self-assigned

reading tasks. It was definitely indicated throughout the

school year that the mentally normal individua,l adapted suc

cessfully to reading v.hen the proper phySical, emotional;

and so cial adjustments had been made.

the further development of personality traits, to encourage

creative self-expression through the development of individ

ual ideas, and to develop the abili ty to think through prob

lems and situations in relation to better group living•

"

supplied, and free activity periods were provided so that

i~upiils could work out the ir ideas individually or collec-
~ I f<,}'" 4"

tively~a.ccording toindividual or group needs and interests.
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The - types of mater ials are 1 ist~d on pp. 90-93. All of "

these were introduced and used during the second period with

the exception of the playground equipment and the toys;

these had been used from the beginning to-help in the proc

ess of orienting and early adaptation.

Various exper iences undergone during this six weeks

might serve ,to illustrate the aim of this period; however,

the author selected the construction of the "barber shop"

for discussion here because it,was the major eXperience

which stimulated other related experiences, thus fostering

creative thinking. This major experience began early one

morning when the group arrived to find a pile of bUilding

blocks and rods 0 f VBI'ious sizes and lengths in a heap on

the floor. Immediately the majori ty of the children became

interested and inquiSitive. The boys grouped themselves

quic;kly and naturally on the floor around the pile of mate

rials, intently handling and examining them. The teacher

remained away from the group in order to study the reactions

of the pupils to this situation •. Curiosity and wonder per

vaded the atmosphere; ther e were exclamat ions of enthus iasm,
'.

and there was much free and spontaneous conversation and

dis oussion concerning the mater ials as to what they were,

what they could be used for, etc. Various attitudes were

dis'played among the boys. Albert remained out of the group

:. and.,;seemed' only mildly interested; Robert approached the
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group, but did not take an active part; while Dani, Edward

M., an~ Jack were intelligently interested though not keenly

enthusiastic. It was David who radiated with enthusiasm

and eagerness in response to the challenge thrown out by

these new materials. Up until this time, David's attitude

had been somewhat a matter of concern to the teacher. He

apparently was capable and of average intelligence but he

had entered into school activities so far with only mediocre

interest. To this new situation, however, David react~d with

an entirely new attitu~e. From the beginning he was intently

interested and responsive. During the ISriod of discussion

as to what the materials were and how they could be used, he

s,uddenly stood up and exclaimed wi th serious enthusiasm,

nOh boy, you know what~ We could build a barber shopt My

dad has a barber shop~" At this t.ime the teacher joined

the.group as unobtrusively as possible and occupied a low

chair in the rear. At once, David, his beautiful dark eyes

flashing with the inspiration of a new idea, addressed the

teacher in this way: "Miss Whitaker, you know what--we're

poor folks and my granddad said my dad could work in his

ba:J;'ber shop, so he has a barber shop. We could build a

barber shop like my dad's."

At once, the teacher became interested, for this was

a new and unexpected adventure for her, but she still re-

~I mained .inthe.. background ,to. guide when the need presented
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~ " ing,ofsubstantialwalls. For some time the group sat
t

(I
~.

:~~
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itself. At this time, David entered into his new role as

leader and a favori te of the group because of hls eager,

business-like manner, yet genial disposition. In his im-

pulsive enthusiasm to accomplish results quickly, he began

piling up blocks one on top of the other without using the

rods. Wayne, Edward F., Bobby, and Emil, at once fascinated

with I)avid's enthusiasm and wi'th his idea of constructing a

barber shop, began to follow his example.

Finally, Jack, in his char~cteristic, slow, dro~l

fashion said, "You couldn't walk in or it would fall down."

Jack, characterized in. the beginning as very timid and un

sta~le, had. expresse d the idea that slowed up the "building"

progress at this time. DaVid, however, continued to work

alone until he himself became conscious of the uncertainty

of the wall. Then he stopped, looked at the wobbly wall,

then at his co-workers with a comical, puzzled expression,

sera tched his head above his ear and sai d, "This won't do;

come on let's make it over."

The teacher then called attention to the unsuitable

location of the "barber shop." A new location' was decided

upon, and David began directing the job of transferring the'

materials to the new building site. The boys cooperated

eagerly under the direction of their neWly recognized leader.

Again, the disc~ssion came up in regard to the build-



qUietly. Finally. Emil recalled that a boy he know had d

bUilding set, and he used wires to help hold "thing~ togeth

er"; then in his deliberate and matter-of-fact tone he sug

gested: "Maybe these wires (referring to the rods) would

hold up the walls." At' this suggestion some one mentioned

the "holes" in the blocks. whereupon the first few rows of

blocks were built up with the support of the hollow metal

rods and the walls stood firmly. The ideas had been suc

cessful. and again the group became animated and expressive.

The three walls of the "barber shop" were thought suf

ficient, and the shop wa,s open for inspection. The children

"walked into it." and it didn't ~fa.ll down." David, however,

~s not satisfied with the shop at this point. He said that

it needed a "barber pole out in front so the people would know

it was a barber shop." It was suggested tha t he look around

in the room where the supplhies were kept and, find something

tha t would do. He found alar ge ro11 of card boa rd a bout

six inches in diameter and about four feet in height. This.

David suggested. could be colored red and vh i te. He did the

work himself with wax crayons because he knew "how it has to

be done." The results 'Were very convinc ing, and the pole was

placed in front of the shop. Some one said, "It is too short

for people to see ,If at which comrrsnt it was suggested by some

one that it be "set on the top of this," designating a section

'I o:f' a square post about four fea t, in height. Again a successful

'. 124
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idea had brought satisfaction to the group. To some the t

"barber. shop" was now complete, but there were others besides

David who had experienced trips to a barber shop with older

people; these children began suggesting ideas for furniture.

"What shall we do for barber-shop furniture?" was asked by

the teacher, for the school room chairs, according to David's

opinion, were not the kind for's "barber's shop." The idea

was suggested that a c,hair could be made with the tools the

group had discovered that morning, and a suitable chair-with

a high back and high arms waS finally built from an orange

crate. It w~s then painted white. In front of the chair

was placed a small low seat which Edward thought was needed

to make the chair "look like a barber-shop chair."

So naturally and rightfully did David take his place

as "barber" that ~ll accepted him without question. Edward

F. ~uggested that a porter was necessary, and he should like

to be one; whereupon he went about finding a box appropriate

for keeping his shoe shin~ng suppli~s. The next day he

brought from home a complete equipment of brushes, empty shoe

polish boxes, and bottles which he stored carefully in their

places. Day by day the shop was gradually supplied wi th

appropriate equipment, consisting of talcum boxes, bottles,

brushes, soap container, and a spotlessly clean large towel-

articles that had not been mentioned by the teacher. This

" fact· indicated that creative self-expression was taking place



shop.

One day, Ronnie was sitting straight and rigid in the

barber chair with his hands spread stiffly out on the chair

:Ia:t:m~, and his feet pushed out, resting on the low foot stool;

print. The children aSked the teacher to do the printing

fQr them, but when they were led to understand that it WaS

their responsibility, they were willing to do it. However,

theteache r made a sign for them to copy, since they knew

noth~ng about printing. A number of volunteers made copies

on the blackboard. The group selected the child Who had made

the best sign. Then this child printed the s.ign With white

chalk on an appropria te board wh ich was placed ove r the door

to- complete the appearance of the shop. At last David was

happy in the realization of his ambition to create a barber'

126'.
naturally and effectively.

David was not yet satisfied. One day, with a trou

bled expression on his face, he said, "Miss Whitaker, the

shop should have a narm." Then the teache r suggested to

the group that David had a good idea, and. some names were

suggested for the shop. Finally,_some one asked David the

narmof his tather's ahop and he replied, "Dave's Barber

Shop." further declaring that the name was printed on the

window so people could see it •. Some one suggested that-the

children's shop be named "Dave's Barber Shop" and that the

name be printed so it could be~seen, but no one knew how to
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a towel was fastened neatly around his neck. He looked'

the exact image of an adult in a barber ehair.

Presently, the barber came bustling into the shop.

He was totally unconscious of others in the room as he

dramatized perfectly the barber shaving, powdering, and ",'

brushing the patron. When the work was finished~ the towel

was unfastened in a brisk and business-like manner, and Ronnie

was ready to leave. David, with a serious and expectant air,

held out his hand and spoke to him in low tones: Ronnie as

sumed the same serious, attitude and shook his head. EVidently

an "important" question was being discussed. After a few

minutes David said, "Miss, Whitake r, Ronnie won't pay me," and

immediately Ronnie asserted, "I have no money."

It was eVident, as shown by this incident, that an

idea had occurred to David and thathe was reacting to- the

idea of collecting for service rendered. When this problem

came up, the group was called together to determine What

should be done about it. During the discussion someone asked

Da~id how much money Ronnie had to have and David promptly

replied, "The shave is twenty-five cents, and the haircut

is fifty cents." Then the remark was made that that was

"a lot of money," to which David solemly replied, "That's

right though; that's the state law." When the attention re

turned to the money problem, Shirley volunteered to bring

" Some that she had cutout 0 f the "funnies," and a child
<:·h 'y~ ,. j
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suggested that the children make some, an activity which 'in

volved counting and the writing o~ numbers, but which was

e~~ectively done because a social need was be ing met.

On the next day there was provided' a su~~icient sup

ply of "money," but Emil expressed himsel~ as opposed to

"just g'iving money to people when.. the y hadn't earned it .. "

This introduced a new problem for the group to solve, Fi

nally, it was agreed that the children be given work to do

so they could earn money and in return pay the barber. - The

routine work to be done was such as caring ~or the supplies

and materials, Wf!,te ring the plants, caring fo r the ~ ts, etc.

It was in this way that money was soon put into circulation

and the barber was paid ..

Third six weeks--right attitude toward others throuAA

giving ~nd receiving. Thus far, dur ing the first two periods

o~ the first semester, the majority of the group had adapted

to school, with varying degrees of satisfacti.on, through ex

periences Which gave the children an understanding of their

envIronment. These experiences pro'~ided exercise for the

development and establishment of initiative, self-reliance,

and responsibili ty--contributing factors to personality growth

and to reading readiness. Furthermore, the majority of the

group indicated growth in the ability to express individual
,

ideas and abilities through variou,s med.ia, and to think

through problems clearly and logically.



The aim of the third period of the first semester'

children thought that Thanksgiving Day was only for the pur-

pendence and reve renee, attitudes indispensable to a sub

stantial basis for right human relationships for maximum per-
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was to provide activities mich would establish right atti

tudes toward others through mutual receiving and giving.

Bonality development.

In the accomplishment of the aim for this period. it

was necessary. first of all, to clarify the meaning of

Thanksgiving, since discussions revealed the fact tha.t the

The various experiences and activities used in the

accomplishment of this aim were suggested by the outstanding

characteristics of the months, e._g., November, the month of

Thanksgiving; pres ented a very 'natural background and a.tmos

phere for experiences and activities a.ppropriate to the de

velopment of a feeling of gratitude toward people who had

sacrificed for others and toward the universal gifts upon

which life depends. This established a sense of interde-

pose of "eating lots" or "going somewhere,TI etc. It was

ev'ident, therefore, that much must be done to lead the chil

dren to have a sense of gratitude toward the people who were'

responsible for one of the outstanding national holidays,

thus gaining a clear concept of the day.

To accomplish this purpose stories, illustrated with

"pictures, were told to emphasize the important phase s in the
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life of the Pilgrims, such as (1) the reasons they left I

England., (2) the hardships they endured for others, (3)

the attitude they had toward each other in their working

and living together,.and (4) their gratitude toward God for

food and. the preservation of life. This sense of gratitude

which ultimately was responsible ~or the permanent establish

ment of Thanksgiving Day was especially emphasized.

Additional activities in connection with the story of

the Pilgrims were songs and po~ms (some of which were memo

rized) and blackboard ~ictures illustrating various phases

of the story. Cuttings of the church house, the log houses,

the Pilgrims, the trees, etc., Vlere used for wall posters;

and individual bookle ts v.ere made from nine-by-twelve-inch

manila paper. These booklets contained hectographed copies

of a "story" reproduced from a blackboard stor y which had

bee~ dictated by the children. This story was "readr!; the

hectographed copies were pasted in the booklets; each sen

tence was discussed to find what the children "saw" in it;

the booklets 'M3re illustra.ted and finally presented to the

parents following a Thanksgiving program. The following

is a par t of the booklet:

The Pilgrims

The Pilgrims came to America.

They were cold and hungry.
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To relive the exemplary personality traits of the

Pilgrims, special parts of the story, such as helping each

other build houses and caring for each othe r until the

houses were built, etc., were dramatized. This dramatization,

planned by the children, was one which never grew old.

As an outgrowth of the activities in connection with

the Pilgrims, social studies became a prominent part of the

program. The following practical results followed: (1)

a box of fruit for the children at the Day Nursery, (2)

bundles of good clothing for smaller children, (3) food col

lections for Thanksgiving baskets, (4) pennies contributed

to the Red Cross "bank," (5) pennies contributed for the

"glasses fund" to buy glasses for needy children, and (6)

hom-e cooperation. This last activity was in cooperation

with the mothers who had responded in large numbers to an

invitation to one of the IB mothers' meetings. At that time

the teacher explained the activities and their purposes and,

also, what the mothers might expect of the children later

as a resul t of a new interest to be satisfied by helping in

"

They had no houses.

They helped each other.

They made a church house.

They said, "Thank You," to God.

They had the first Thanksgiving Day.

131
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the- home. Some children had already assumed appropriate'

respons.ibilities; others had "just never been interested."

Before the Period was over, however, a note had been re

ceived by the teacher from almost every mother. Some of

the mothers' notes and verbal reports follow:

"Nancy he Ips me every day... She dries the dishes and

sweeps the porch. She runs errands and is good to her little

sis ter ."

"I never have to call Alber t but once anymore to- ge t

him up in the morning."

"Emil puts away his toys wi thout having to be told.

His father sure appreciates it."

"Shirley is much pleasa.nter at home than she used to

be. She sure is different since she started to school."

In correlation with the activities of the home and

school in establishing right attitudes toward others through

giving and receiving, there were other activities carried on

simultaneously in reI ation to the seasonal changes.

The purpose of these activities was to de,"elop a right

attitude toward the gifts of nature upon which life depends,

thus achieving the ultimate aim of developing a sense of

interdependence and reverence, indispensable atti tudes for

right human relat ionships ,and for maximum personality

maturity. For this purpose the following acttvi ties were

"utilized: (1) observation of seasonal changes; (2) general
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discussions of observations; (3) picture study; and (4)

songs, etories, and poems which emphasized the findings of

the observations.

During this pe.riod the children observed wi th very

little direction the seasonal changes because the month of

November isa month of rapid change • They commented on the

days "getting shorter. t1 Such c'omments stimUlated discus-

siona and aroused a questioning atti tude. They began: to

wonder about "what made the sun g9 down," "what made it-hang

up there." When some child expressed his opinion,that "God

made the sun and put it there"' the children seemed satisfied

and looked as if they wonde red why the y had not thought of

that before. They observed the clouds of gray after the

skies had been bright and spoke about it.

One morning, when the children arrived, their atten

tion was drawn to a large colored picture displayed on tthe

board ledge. It was a picture of fall time with bare trees

and tall, dry grass, but it was the flock of geese flying

that attracted the attention of the children. Immediately

a conversation began concerning the birds they or their

fathers had seen flying "south." The teacher joined the

group and remarke d casually, "I wonder \\by they were flying

south." There were numerous opinions expressed, but the

most popular. one was that "birds wen t south in the winter

·'to'keepwarm." The. teacher commended the idea, then remarked,
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"I wonder what birds would eat if they stayed here all wfnter,"

to which the group immediately responded, "They would eat

worms and insects." Then some one remembered, from a pre

vious discussion following an observation,. that worms and

insects went to sleep in the winter. The children decided

that the birds would starve if they remained here during the

winter. "But how did they know mere to go?" was typical of

questions the children asked. Another thing was happening.

The leaves were no longer bright but were dull and faded,

and the flowers and grass seemed "dead," according to their

observations. However, concerning this point, the children

readily understood that the grass and flowers were not "dead"

but were only resting and that "they would wake up in the

springtime; they always did." Later, they qualified this

statement because the y remembe red the following experiment:

One day they planted seeds in two pots, gave them

water, put them in the sunshine, and they grew green and

sturdy. Then, one day, one plant was watered and placed in

the dark; it soon grew white and spindling. The other plant

was left in the sunshine but not watered; it drooped and died.

When some child recalled this experiment, the group decided·

that "grass and flowers would grow if they had sunshine and

rain. "

It was through activities and experiments such as

" these that a sense of gratitude and reverence was inculcated
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in ·the children; a satisfac tory pro of 0 f this was indicated

by their attitude toward each other in their willingness to

share and to cooperate toward the general welfare of the

group. Furthermore, the group became conscious of some of

the laws of nature through experiments such as planting the

seeds to find that they reproduce.d under certain conditions

controlled by nature's laws • Just how did these laws operate

to control the creations of an orderly universe? Some of

the questions follow: "How did the caterpillar know that

winter was coming?" "How did the birds know where to go?"

and "How did the stars s tick up there?" The teacher could

reply only by teaching poems like this:

"All things bright and beautiful,

All ere ature s great and small,.

All things wise and wonderful,

The Lord God mad.e them all."

To such expressions the children responded naturally.

They worked and played and lived serenely and calmly in a

simple faith tha t is built upon an a tt i tude 0 f reverence

for the laws of nature and the Creator of nature's gifts.

This feeling provided the readiness for the Christmas ex-

periences.

The children made gifts to give to their parents, thus

" directly contri buting to the development 0 f the spirit of
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giving. The spirit of Christmas was made meaningful thrbugh

stories, songs, poems, and picture studies. Other activi-

ties were the memorization of the Christmas story from Luke:

II: 8-14. making wall friezes to illustrate it, and b1a.ck

board stories relating to Christmas. Hectographed copies

of these stories were use d later .b y the children to make

illustrated booklets to presen't to the:ix parents.

Blackboard and chart stories, discussions, etc., de-

ve10ped the pre-primer vocabu~ary. The pre-primers, however,

were used informally during the last six weeks of the first

semester. The children voluntarily took them from the read-

ing table to read silently and often volunteere~ to read to

the group.

Summary. During the first school semester the aim of

the teacher was to provide a program of varied experiences and

act:tvi ties by means of which the whole child might develop

and in which reading became one of the contributing factors

in personality development. A result of this program of ex

per-iences and activities as the;y~ were related to maximum per

sonality development and to reading readiness is summarized

here:

At the close of the first semester, the group as a

whole had made satisfactory adjustment to school. The chil

dren had acquired an attitude of courtesy and consideration



quired through his experiences a wide range of ideas and a

meaningful speaking vocabulary necessary to readiness as

well as to personalit y growth. He had attained a sufficient

command of English to express himself and the ability to

think through situations and problems on his own level. He'

could ask intelligent questions, cla.ssify familiar ideas,

;. and make use of creative self-expression, all of which are
~
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toward each other. They were sincere in their efforts to
practi?~ sU~h social habits as self-reliance, initiative, and

responsibility, habits which they had acquired through con

versation and discussion. They shared willingly with each

other and cooperated toward a better group life through the

exercise of social habits of obedience, respect for the

rights and property of others;' cleanliness, orderliness,

good use of time, and individual and group self-direction

and self-control. Creative se~f-expression was developed

through the atmosphere, of encouragement; and a growing de

sire to practice these desirable social habits in situations

outside the school was evident from home reports and from

observations of playground conduct.

The experience background necessary for the de,"e1op-

ment of personality growth served likewise for the deve1op-

ment of reading readiness. Intellectually, the child ac-

essential to reading readiness and also to personality

:' growth. Physically, the group as a whole was alert and free



of -remedia,l physical handicaps, a condition essential to'

both p~ocesses of development. Emotionally, the children

were usually happy and contented; they were interested and

enjoyed school. Socia.lly, they were adjusted; they enjoyed

wo rking and playing toge the r; and they were friendly and

played easily in a group, gladly ~haring and cooperating.

Through the experiences' and activities which had de

veloped these emotional, social, physical, and intellectual

growths, they had acquired reading readiness. The mechan

ical processes of rea ding from the le ft to the right of a

page and of see ing differences and likenesses in we rds had

been mastered through board and wall chart reading of ex

periences and easy pre-primers. Thus they developed, also,

an awareness of reading and the ability to handle books.

The numerous Mother Goose rhymes, jingles, songs,

and poems which had been a source of pleasure and delight

from the beginning had developed a senSitivity to sound nec

essary for phonics and through pictures they had learned to

create stories. An ability to understand and to carry out

directions ha.d been developed through early ree.ding of short

directions used in games. Through the recall of stories the'

children had become able to speak in sentences. These were

the achievements necessary to reading progress.

Up to this time there had been no reading except as

:' it met a social need. There was need for labels of personal

'. 138
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1possessions, records of interesting experiences ana 0 f work,

captions for pictures, letters to absent frienas and, also,

the reading of a few simple picture books, and pre-primers,

the vocabulary of which had been developed in connection with

social experiences.

v. , PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF EXPERIENCES

--SECOND SEMESTER

The purpose of the first semester was to estab1i-sh a

foundation for reading,and to develop personality through

experiences which contributed to the successful adaptation

of the v.ho1e c:hi1d. The purpose of the second semester was

to continue this development of successful adapta tion. In

this pe riod reading abilities were emphas ized as an impor-

tant phase of the process of adaptation. The first part of

the ,discussion of the second semester's activities relates

to the continuation of the development of right attitudes

and personality habi ts on a highe r level, according to the

chi~d's physiological and psychological maturation at the

beginning of the second semester. The second part of the

discussion relates to the de1re1opment of reading abili ties •.

Continued development of right attitudes and person

ality habits. Continuous healthy growth of the whole child

was ever a challenge to the teacher in the business of
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providing adequate and suitable exercise of right attitudes

and substantial personal habits; this Was the aim which the

teache r had for the children dur ing the second semester.

To stimulate interest, to protect the dev'eloping native per

sonality, and to encourage self-direction through the activ

ities of this period it was necessary to foster creative

self-expression through various media for the continuous im

provement of attitUdes, ~deals, and ability to plan, execute,

and evaluate. In the process. of gUiding this development

of attitudes and habit~, it was necessary to anticipate needs

in order to prevent the need for remedial measures later

after the personality had become warped or dwarfed.

To guide this development of attitudes and habits

there were certain factors that the teacher considered of

first importance: (1) to meet the child on his own level of

psychological and physiological maturation, (2) to continue

meeting him on his ever-higher level of growth, (3) to re-

spect his native individuality, (4) and to keep mutual faith

wi~h him--afactor so important that without it successful

adaptation is impossible.

Furthermore, these que st ions were paramount: (1)

What are the child's interests and needs? (2) What partic

ular element in the environment might stimulate that interest
~.

or meet that need? These are the first questions concerning

" each child that the teacher tried to solve in order that she
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and the child might have a mutual understanding, another

pre-requisite to healthy personality growth.

After the child had adapted himself to his environ-

ment and was introduced to content subjects, it was a matter

of concern how that content to be learned affected the child.

When negative reactions began to-appear, the teacher antici

pated danger ahead and attempted to do something about it.

The case was sometimes so Daffling that the individual seemed

sUbmerged, for a time, in the low ebb of the rhythm of-ex-

periencing. However, pe usually came back stronger than be-

fore.

Second-semester work for the three periods included

reading materials and activities which were determined to

a great extent by the outstanding events and characteristics

of the months. February birthdays, the seasonal changes of

March and April, and the circus, later, provided materials

for the continuation of the work of the first semester. The

children continued personality development and gained cer

ta~n knowle dge, both facto rs contri buting to re ading abili ty.

For example, likenesses in the initial consonants had been

discussed, and lists of words that "began alike" had been

found by the children and made into various interesting

games. The children were, in fact, qUite ready for more for

mal re ad ing •
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Development of reading abilities. One day, two weeks

after the beginning of the second semester, the children ar-

rived to find all the old books taken from the reading table

and five new books in their places. Each'of the five was a

different primer; one was the state-adopted text, which fol

lows the pre -primer and the va cab-ulary which they had pre

viously developed through experiences and activities relat

ing to various subjects. Besides the books on the reading

table, there were the same number and the same kinds on'

six other tables at which the children sat. These books

were all placed carefully in attractive book holders.

The teacher, apparently, was paying no attention to

the children. She was busy wr i ting (taking no tes) at her

table in the back of the room. The reactions, such as the

following, we re in terest ing and revealing:

Albert was interested only in the pictures. When

he had looked carefUlly at theqa, he put the book back in the

holder, went back to his ovvn table, took out an unfinishe d

dra~ing, and went to work. Helen and Marilyn, who were good

chums, sat down at the table and be gan looking at each book.

Their faces beamed when they found the one which portrayed

their "old f"riends" and the old experiences in pictures.

Finally both used that one book and left the rest. Wretha

hardly ventured at first, but looked as if she wondered where

:. the ,old books had gone. Edward was interested from the start.
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He-happened to find his "old friends" the first of all;,'he

ran to. see wllelhe r Dani had found a book like the one he

had. He shared his book with Dani, Who began to find out

that the stories were about something they had done, accord

ing to the pictures, and about some one they had met before,

"Tom and Nancy," etc. Finally, Edward came running back to

the teacher, exclaiming, "Look, Miss Whitaker, betcha I can

read this~ Want to hear me?" Of course, the teacher was

interested and listened. A few of the others were interested

by this time. When Edward had re ad three pages alone, the

teacher called the attention of the group and asked them

whether they would like to hear Edward read. something he had

"figured out." When Edward had finished reading before the

"audience," he looked up, his face radiant wi th an expectant

expression as if to say, "What do you think of it?" Then

.Bobpy remarked, "Gee ~ Eddie, that's goo d to read. from a

big book." Then other children wished to read from a "big"

book. There were not enough books out yet to go around, so

the teacher invited the group to take a "trip" With her

through the book. As she turned the pages of the first story,

she gave the children an opportunity to recall certain ex

periences they had had in relation to the story. "Why there's

the train like we made:" was typical of expressions as the

pages were turned. Only the pages of the first story were

" read by the teacher, and this to encourage someone to "figure



a yellow one, etc., until he would have the rainbow, which

the children had learned to admire from rainbow colors that

he would have a "red bar" following his name; when he had

read fourteen more pages he would have an "orange bar," next

progress chart for reading. It was a device which she had

made for an achievement chart on thirty-six-by-forty-inch

1
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When the story had. been reBd and theout" some pages.

terestdng and somewhat :M,miliar pictures enjoyed, the teacher

asked Edward whether he should like the pages checked after

he had read them so that he would know how far he had read.

you careful people would put a mark on a book just to be

making marks, but this mark is usefUl. It tells how far

Edward can read, and he has r~ad the farthest of anyone, al

though you can read t~at far when you have time." Just then

the teacher directed their attention to what she called a

Immediately he responded in the affirmative, and the teacher

made a small check (v), remarking, "Of course no one like

paper. A copy of this progress chart is shown on p. 145.

Edward was told that when he had ten pages checked,

the prism made on the floor. To have a rainbow bar follow

ing one's name~ Edward declared he could read more but he 1

would need to wait until another time.

At the next reading period two other children had

joined Edward. With very little difficulty he earned a "red

"bar." He printed his name carefUlly in the space at the left;
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Ithen he care~u11y colored the bar ~ollowing his name while

the gro~p watched eagerly. When he ~inished and turned,

they clapped their hands and Edward declared, "I'm going to

be orange be~ore long," and he was. ThiS deyice was used

e~~ectively throughout the year because it was a pe rmanent

interest o~ the children. They enjoyed watching themselves

"grow" in ability. They enjoyed "becoming" another color,

~or another goal had been reached. They were encouraged to

compete with their own recordl:? rather than against others.

A~ter the inspi,r ing sight 0 f watching Edward print his

name and color the ~irst "bar," a group o~ five volunteers

asked to be "checked." More ~irst goals were reached. Within

three weeks all the children with the exception of Albert and

Wretha had finished the primer; however, Wretha had become in

terested and was making fair progress. Other primers and books

on the primer level were read, for this group was one that

needed much supplementary work in order to be happy.

To do as Edward was doing was to work independently,

ang to work independently he needed to use certain reading

clues such as (1) picture meaning, (2) contextual clues, (3)

configuration of words, (4) phonics, and (5) asking others.'

Phonics was presented when the need for it was felt

and at a time apart' from the reading of stories. Before the

!. group attempted to "figure out" reading, it came together to
,~

~ " discuss the story and to get the setting and the incidents in
~
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sequence. The difficult words and phrases were presented

at this time. "How do you read so many pages by yourself?"

would be .asked the most successful reader, and that child

would usually have a peculiar device in his possession.

The majority, however, employed the clues that have just

been mentioned, but it was well for them sometimes to tell

others and in so doing keep themselves in condition.

It can readily be observed that wi th a device of this

nature, reorganization, an im~ortant problem in the lower

grades, takes care of itself. The child, himself, knows to

which group he belongs. The "viole t group" was more capable

of helping the "yellow group" than the "red group" Was. Re-

actions to responsibilities varied greatly with the different

groups. Rarely did a child remain long in the "green group."

After the child a ttained the a bil ity of this fourth gr-oup he

went rapidly forward. Often those of the lowest group pre

ferred to ride the horses, to jump the rope, or to play ball

ins tead of to re ad, even though all but poss i bly two or three

had changed groups. The two in this case besides Wanda, who

was out, remained in the "red group" for an abnormal length

of time. It re suIted in the fact th at Wre tha sUddenly awoke

to her position and progressed satisfactorily; but Alqert re

mained passive, without bothering to help himself. The rea

son, however, became evident later. (See Case XV, p. 73.)
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Summary. During the second semester, the deyelop-

ment of personality growth continued through experience,

activities, and related readings; however, formal reading,

as a contributing factor in this social process gained

prominence because of the practical application of the ex

periences provided by the first semester.



CHAPTER IV

SU1~~RY AND CONCLUSIONS

I • SUMIvlARY

Recent studies ha~e revealed the fact that previous

to the child's educational development, it is essential that

the teacher understand the child's emotional, social, and

physical aspects as W311 as his mental make-up; for it is

through such an understanding'that interests and needs are

determined. For the understanding of the child's needs and

interests determines the suitable en~ironment, experiences,

and acti~ities necessary for his education.

The child, in identifying himself with his peculiar

kind of env-ironment and through his individual reactions to

experiences a,nd activities related to this en~ironment, will

orient to the school. How he orients is the important phase

of his entire educational progress.

This study is based upon the assumption that education

is-the adaptation of the whole organism to its environment;

and the writer's purpose in making this study was to alloca:e

reading in the instructional program of the first grade so

that reading becomes a means in the realization of the edu

cational aim rather than an end in itself.

For this purpose experiences and activ-ities were pro-
"

vided Whereby the child adapted himself emotionally, socially,
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J eluded case studies which V\ere made in order to determine the
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il "child's physical, emotional, social, and mental maturity
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physically, and mentally; and while he reacted to these )ex-

perienees and activities, he acquired attitudes, interests,

ways of thinking, social adaptability, and the amount of in

formation and work skills essential for personality develop-

ment.

The study was based upon recent interpretations of the

learning process, of reading, of experience, and of the aims

of the experience program. The study was developed (1)

through library research, (2), through observation, (3) through

study, (4) through th~ guidance of a group of beginning chil

dren during the school year of 1939 and 1940, (5) through ex

tended observation of behavior through June, 1941,; (6) through

home visitation and parent cooperation, and (7) through keep-

ing records of characteristics, activities, and reactions of

the children's progress, physically, emotionally, socially,

and, mentally.

The modern and traditional aims of education were com-

pared in an attempt to determine the position of reading in

the first grade. According to recent educators, significant

and far-reaching changes have taken place in education which

alter the aim in reading instruction in the early grades.

A report of the writer's teaching from September, 1939,

until June, 1940, in the light of these recent changes in-
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essential to personality development and to reading readi-

ness.

Equipment and supplies were discussed in relation to

the child's needs and interests as important factors in the

educational pro gress •

Minor activities that supplemented the major ones were

discussed as to their contribution to adaptation. The daily

schedule of experiences was considered a very important part

of the equipment in its relation to these experiences and

activities.

The first early experiences of wBjor importance were

selected as especially suitable for early orientation. How

ever, through these experiences, essential habits of initia

tive, self-reliance, and responsibility were developed through

group and individual participation and through group coopera

tiQn toward better group living. Through this major experience

and the attendant minor ones three important outcomes were

noted, which were: (I) that it was essential for the child

to_ identify himself with his emTironment before successful

orientation was possible, (2) that educational progress de

pended upon successful orientation, and (3) that subject m~t

ter lent itself readily to the process of adapting.

The second per~od of the first semester was selected to

provide exercise for the further development of personality

" and, in addition, to encourage creative self-expression through
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the development of individual ideas, and to develop the

ability to think through problems and situations in relation

to better group living. To accomplish these aims, suitable

equipment and supplies were necessary. Various experiences

with these materials were carried on which stimulated growth

in creative self-expression through various media, examples

of which were noted on p. 121.

Through the experiences of the first two periods of

the first semester the majority of the group had become

oriented to school, although with varying degrees of satis

faction. The aim of the third period was to continue the

development of desirable social habits, contributing factors

to personality development and to reading readiness; and in

addition, to provide activities Which would establish the

right attitudes toward others through giving and recei~ing.

At the close of the first semester the group as a

Whole had made satisfactory adjustment and. at the same time

had acquired a background for reading readiness.

The second semester provided exercise for practical

application of the experiences of the first term. Continuous

healthy growth was the chief concern of the teacher. Readlng

ability developed rapidly during this semester, for the basis

for readiness had been constructed during the first semester.

Examples of rapid reading progress were noted on pp. 142-147.

" A copy of a "progress chart" which the teacher devised and
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found to be very stimulating was reproduced on p. 145.

This device was free from theundesireble effects accompany

ing the practice of an extrinsic award system which fosters

harmful compe ti tionamong the children. "1'his "progress

chart" was a simple device whereby the child might see his

own daily achievement in comparison with his former record.

It enabled him to become self~directive in the attainment of

increasingly higher goals, a continuation of the principle

involved in the progress of education.

rIo CONCLUSIONS

The wri tar has reached the following conclus ions as

results 0 f this study:

1. The outstanding pre-requisites to a child's suc

cessful adaptation are (1) that the teacher begins with him

where she finds him, (2) that she tries to understand his

needs and his interests, and (3) that mutual faith is estab-

lis;hed.

2. Reading is functional as it contributes to suc-

eeseful adaptations.

3. Foundations of personality growth and reading

readiness must be developed simultaneously.

4. If reading experiences in all of the lower grades

were planned and executed in the light of these findings,

", there would be no remed:j..al cases.
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5. This type of procedure might succeed with read

ing and personali ty problems eyen as fa.r as the junior hi.gh

school.

6. It will be worthwhile to obserYe the se same chil-

dren during their further progress in the elementary school

and to obtain reports from their-teachers.
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